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ABSTRACT
This curriculum guide for junior and senior high

school courses is divided into two sections. The first section, on
seventh to tenth grade English, discusses such topics as grammar,
sentence patterns, linguistics, proofreading, spelling, limericks,
haiku, vocabulary, interpretation skills, word perception skills,
ballads, newspapers, speech, composition, short stories, narrative
poetry, plays, mythology, outlining, essays, medieval tales,
nonfiction, allegory, drama, research papers, paraphrasing, lyric
poetry, sonnets, and propaganda literature. Three types of elective
courses are described for grades eleven and twelve: literature,
compositIon, and communication skills. These courses discuss such
topics as the novel, American literature, English literature,
individual reading, mass media, and speech. (TS)
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rq-N
Although there are specific emphasis areas for every class, each grade

CD
(7-12) includes a well integrated program:r-

1. Basic English grammar and correct usage
LLf

2. Spelling and vocabulary

3. Literature of a worthwhile, thought-provoking nature

4. Composition - regular assignments, AT LEAST once a week
throughout the ENTIRE school year

5. Comi.unications skills (speech, oral reports, etc.)

6. Outside reading at least one worthwhile book each quarter

Naturally the level of material read will differ
because of the varying abilities of the students.
Books from the English department recommended
book list should be chosen unless the teacher
specifically approves another book.

7. Inter-department cooperative grading. Each nine-week
period, every English teacher wilt give all of his students
at least one English grade on a non-English class paper.

For example, working with the history department, the
English teacher will correct a history essay test or term
paper ane give an English grade on mechanics, correct usage,
sentence construction, organization, and spelling. The pur-

pose of this is to help make English more meaningful in all

areas of study, not just English class.

ItEST AVAILA iv.11)LE GM



SEQUENTIAL STRAND PROGRAM FOR

ALBERT CITY-TRUESDALE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH DEPT.

One of the legitimate complaints about the teaching of English is

that there is too much repetition of the same material over and over

again year after year. A check of the indexes of most English text book

se' :ies verifies this. Many of the same topics are re-hashed each year.

The main fallacy in this is that usually there are only a couple chapters,

sometirts just a few pages, devoted to each subject. Therefore, at the

end of he year the average student has only half-learned the specific

racing iavylved. The next year the same skills are re -emphasized and

reviewed, but again, at best only one or two chapters will be devoted

to that topic.

In our sequential strand program this is changed. We certainly

recognize the necessity of a review of previously learned skills; the

sequential program will naturally include this. There will be reviews

throughout the year. However, each year new elements will be introduced

and covered thoroughly_. The result will be, at the end of the year, that

instead of the students having half-learned many skills, most students

will more thoroughly understand a smaller number of essential skills,

thus lessening the chance of forgetting.

This type of program will benefit the teacher as well as the

student. He will have a guide to remind him that he is responsible for

specific areas. Students often use the excuse, "But we never had that."

The sequential program, properly followed, will eliminate much of this.

Each teacher will be more certain as to whether or not the student has

covered a certain emphasis area.

It will also provide more definite goals for us as individual

teachers. Knowing that specific skills are our responsibility, we
will spend ample time on each, in a conscientious effort to make

certain that it is adequately learned. This will eliminate the
careless, "Oh well, if he doesn't get it this year, he'll get it next

year."

This plan is flexible and open-ended. Adaptations can be made in

a variety of ways. Teachers can cooperatively develop units that will

meet the needs of particular students, or they can develop units inde-

pendently.

With semester electives for eleventh and twelfth grades, more
variety of courses can be offered. Grouping no longer becomes a major
problem; students group themselves according to needs and interests.

Teachers must plan and work together, however, if this type English

program is to be successful. Emphasis areas must be heeded: Emphasis

does not mean that a certain area is completely ignored at all levels

other than the one at which it is emphasized. However, each teacher

must assume full responsibility for teaching well that portion of the
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program which is alloeated to him. Then that le^rn4no can be re4nfcNrced

through application in u;.IlLc courses, but emphasis teaching on it need

not be repeated.

Teachers of English classes for grades 7-10 are reminded that the

majority of the class time MUST be spent on basic composition and grammar,

not on literature. The basic grammar texts are to be thoroughly covered

so that students will have an adequate background for the semester elec-

tive program offered to the upper clansmen.

The success of this program depends upon the teachers: It will be

an effective English curriculum if all the teachers involved strive to

make it successful.

This curriculum represents the cooperative efforts of many teachers.

Different courses of study were carefully examined before we wrote and

revised this one for use in the AC-T Junior-Senior High English Department.

We have attempted to develop a well organized yet flexible outline which,

when carefully followed, will benefit both teachers and students.

A word of appreciation is extended to teachers from other school

systems who offered us assistance:

Georgia Burge, former Stare English Consultant, 5nglish Language

Arts Strand Curriculum.
Carol Colburn, English department chairman, Spencer

High School, Spencer
Ambrose Hoses, English department chairman, Hoover High

School, Des Moines
Margaret Robinson, English department chairman, Roosevelt

High School, Des Moines

Pauline Larsen
Chairman, AC-T English Dept.



STIZIWIZED TESTING PROGRil.M

At the beginning of EACH SE1SSTER, all English students grades 7 -12

will bo given a battery of standardized tests. The purpose of

the tests is to give the teachers some definite indication of

the I:tuck:mt.:70 mastcy (or lack of mastery) of the basic aspects

of correct and effective English. The elements include usages
spelltrg, diction, capitalization, punctuation, vocabulary and

literary interpretation.

The tents used will vary. Amy valid tests are available. The same

test will not be used repeateay. Tests to be used are:

Minnesota High School Achievement Examinations,
Language Arts, available from American Guidance
Service.

Metropolitan High School Language Teats, available
from Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

Cooperative English Tests: English Expression,

available from Educational Testing Service

Purdue High School English Test, available
from Houghton Mifflin



AC-T JINTO.P-SM'IOR HIGH CorIFES

Seventh Grade Encrlish

Emphasis on basic cmammar
Basic sentence patterns
Form classes
Linguistic studies
Proofreading

Fundamentals of the library
Individualized spelling
Composition skills

Developing and expanding sentences
Developing a one-paragraph composition
Limericks
Haiku
Cinquain

Literature
Vocabulary development
Interpretation skills
Word perception skills
Biography and autobiography
Ballads

Eighth Grade English

Emphasis on basic grarmer
Proofreading
History of our English language
Study of the newspaper
Introductory speech unit
Individualized spelling
Fundamentals of discussion
Development of two-three paragraph composition
Literature

Vocabulary develomunt
Interpretation skills
Word perception skills
Short stories
Narrative poetry
One-act plays
Mythology

Ninth Grade ErTlish

Emphasis on basic grammar
Individualized spellinc-
Outlining
Writing paragraphs
Literature emphasis areas:



Essays
Mediaval tales and legends

Non-f ic t ion

Parable and allegory
Dramatic poetry

Tenth Grade English

Emphasis on basic grammar
Individualized spelling
Intensive review of paragraphs

Precis writing
Fundamentals of research paper

Paraphrasing
Literature emphasis areas:

Informational essay

Drama
Lyric poetry, sonnet
Propaganda literature

Junior and Senior English Courses

Junior and senior English courses are semester electives, divided

into three groupings: literature, composition, and communication skills.

Each student during his last four semesters is encouraged to select at

least one from each of the three groups and is required to select at

least two which must be from different groups.

Literature Courses

The Novel (Course intended for average and above students)

This course is designed for students who are willing to spend out-

of-class time reading various novels so that much of the class tine

can be spent discussing and evaluating. Novels to be read will be

primarily classics that are found on most reading lists for college

bound students. Emphasis will be upoa literary interpretations.

College prep students should carefully consider choosing this course.

Paperbacks will be purchased by the individual students in the class.

American. Literature
(Course intended for anyone)

This course is designed to arouse interest in American literature

and look at the varied writings of American authors from different

periods in our history. The objectives will include familiarizing

the students with the great names and certain of their works in

American literature.
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English Literature (Course intended for averac:e or above)

English Literature is a one-semester course intended to introduce

students to the works of outstanding figures in British Literature.

The objectives will include familiarizing the students with the

great names and certain of their works in British Literature. The

orientation of the student will be toward understanding of universal

characterist-fcs of masterpieces, rather than even attempting to
master a survey of all well-known writers and writings. The college

preparatory student should recognize that this course, combined with

a one-semester composition course, should serve him well as - cr

possibly better than - traditional one year survey course.

Short Story (Course intended for average or above)

The short story will be studied thoroughly as a literary form in

thie class. The elements of conflict, characterization, plot, point

of view, foreshadowing, setting, mood, theme, and symbolism will be

taught. A basic text will be used and individual students will be

expekted to purchase the paperback, 75 Masterpieces by Goodman

(Bantam Books @ 75Q). As well as studying various stories, students

will develop original short stories. Those who have reading diffi-

culties are discouraged from taking this elective.

Individualized Reading (Course intended for low - check ITED scores,

test 7)

This course is designed to discover aad work on individual problems

of reading which may be hindering the students' progress. Newspapers

and textbooks from other classes, as well as materials from the develop-

mental reading lab, will all be utilized in this class. Emphasis will

be upon basic reading skills rather than upon literary interpretations.

Class membership will be limited to 15 students.

Composition Courses

Basic Grammar and Composition (Course intended for low or average
check ITED scores, test 3)

This course is designed to discover and work on fundamental problems

of crammer and usage which may hinder the student from expressing

himself clearly, distinctly, and correctly according to modern usage.

The course will cover mechanics, punctuation, sentence structure,

spelling, vocabulary, word usage, paragraph structure, proofreading

and continuity in sentences and paragraphs. Students will be taught

how to vary and improve sentence and paragraph structure, how to

organize and write unified short papers, to improve answers to essay

questions and to use documentary techniques. Students who find it

difficult to express themselves using the fundamentals of writing

And grate hould consider selecting this course. Class membership

will be limited in size to 15 students.
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Writers' tigkat (Course intended for average or above)

In the writers' workshop students will write, write, write The

course is intended to offer students the opportunity to practice

and improve their writint, according to individual needs. Instruc-

tion will be given on techniques for academ:Lc and practical writ-

ing with consideration given to research techniques. There will

be opportunity for creative writing. Students who find it diffi-

cult to express themoelves using the fundamentals of writing and

etaumar are discouraged from taking this elective. Class member-

ship will be limited to 20 stu.%nts.

Communication Stills Courses

Speech I (Introductory Speech) (Course intended for anyone)

Speech I is a pre-requisite for Speech II. This is an elective

for juniors and seniors in public speakin3. The course includes

the organization and presentation of speeches to inform, stimulate,

convince, persuade, and entertain, special types of speeches for

specific occasions, the study of speech content and composition,

and practice in extemporaneous and impromptu delivery.

Speech II (Course intended for anyone who has successfully

completed Speech I)

Pre-requisite for Speech II is Speech I. Speech II is an elective

course for juniors and seniors in voice improvement, oral inter-

pretation and phonetics. The emphasis of this course is more on the

interpretive or re-creative aspects of speech through the use of

radio and television speaking, oral reading of prose and poetry,

presentation of declamatory and other formal kinds of speech. A

study of the vocal mechanism and exercises in vocal improvement

are included.

Mass Media (Course intended for anyone who does not have serious

reading difficulty)

This is a one-semester elective course for juniors or seniors.

Attention will be given to the major forms of mass or group commun-

ication newspapers, magazines, books, radio, TV, and movies.

Students will be expected to learn something of the mechanics and

the technical limitations of these media and will investigate

patterns of ownership and legal control, how news is covered and

reported, and also interpreted and analyzed; the media will be

studied as vehicles of mass culture in the areas of drama, literature

and music, and the current offerings in these areas will be studied

and evaluated. Students will read, hear, and view various media

forms. Student activities will include oral and written reports,

field trips, panel discussions, writing and producing mass media

presentations, and quizzes and examinations. Everyone who enrolls

in mass media will be expected to have access to his awn copy of a

daily newspaper and various magazines. Class membership will be

limited to 20 students.
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AC-T ENGLISH DEPART"ENT RESOURCE CENTER

ROOM 205

EQUIPMENT (Junior ana Senior Hist School equipment combined)

1. 1 record player serial #477588 Newcomb.

2. 1 tape recorder (serial #24836 Sony)

3. 1 filmstrip projector serial g3166415

4. 2 overhead projectors serial #020359N and #0587491
(with rollinE, carts)

5. 1 opaque projector serial #03339

6. Printed originals (to make transparencies for overhead)

Set for composition (English #19-22)
Set for English (English #1-22)

7. Listening Center (Console with 15 headsets)

RECORDS

1. Vocabulary Development Program, Vol. 1, by Scott, Foresman
(9th grade level)

2. An Encyclopedia of Sound. Vol. 1, Vol. 2, Vol. 3
(sound effects)

3. Spoken English, 2 volumes
(Desi!?ned to accompany Guide to Modern English., 9 & 10,

but good anywhere for dialect, pronunciation ,
scuantics, etc.)

4. Speech in Action sample speeches to accompany Speech, in
'ction texts

5, 1 record of sound effects for Ullder's Our Town

6. 1 Aajor !food nusic recordings

7. 4 78 rpm ilalor Records of various sound effects
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8. America Listens to Literatwee series

Vol. 1 to accompany Scott, Foresman's Wide, Wide World

Vol. 2 Scott, Foresuan's All Around America

Vol. 3 Scott, Foresman's Good Times Through Lit.

9. Prcse and Poetry Enrichment records by L. W. Singer Co.
(2 records in each volume)

Vol. 1.to accompany Prose and Poetry Journeys (Grade 7)

Vol. 2 to accompany Prose and Poetry Adventures, (Grade 8)

Vol. 3 to accompany Prose & Poetry for Enioyment (Grade 9)

Vol. 5 to accompany Prose & Poetry of America (Grade 11)

Vol. 6 to accompany Prose & Poetry of England (Grade 12)

10. Prelude to Canterbury Tales
(in both !fiddle and Modern English with accompanying
filmstrip)

11. Early English Poetry read in Old and Middle Enr1ish

12. American Poetry, to 1900
(1 record volume)

13. Shakespeare records

Julius Caesar (2 records read by Orson Welles,
Everett Sloane, J. Arthur Kennedy)

Julius Caesar (Spoken Arts record)

As You Like It (Spoken Arts record)

:lerchant of Venice (Spoken Arts record)

Romeo and Juliet (Spoken Arts record)

Henry V (Spoken Arts record)

Elm Lear (Spoken Arts record)

Macbeth (Living Shakespeare series)

Hamlet (Living Shakespeare series)

Shakespeare's Sonnets and Elizabethan Lyrics
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14. The Poetry of Carl Sandbupg read by the author

15. `Lark Twain Tonifitt read by Hal Holbrook

16. Death of A Salesman (2 records of script by Allier)

FILMSTRIPS

1. Your Dictionm and How to Use It (NcGraw-Hill)

The Vowel 1F

You Can Find Words Easily LA
.taking; Alphabetizing Work for You 1B

First You Find It; Then Define It 1C

Who's Mispronouncing? 1D

Words and Their Ways lE

2. Library, Tool Series (McGraw-Hill)

One volume Encyclopedias 3A
Cazeteers and Atlases 3B

Reader's Guide 3C

Almanacs and Yearbooks 3D

Books for Biography 3E

3. Understanding Poetry (NcGraw -Hill)

FiNres of Speech 4A
Sound Effects in Poetry 4)3

Rhythm in Poetry 4C

Getting Weaning From Poetry 4D

Stanza Forms and Forms of Verse 4E

How to Write A Poem 4F

4. Word Study (1teGraw-Hill)

Keys to Word Heaning 1G
Snyonyms, Antonyms, Homonyms, Heteronyms 1H

Unusual Word Origins 11
Words Derived from Other Languages 2A

Words Derived from Latin and Creek 2B

Word Meanings Change 2C

5. Words: Their Origin Use and Spelling (Educational Filmstrips)

Increase Your Study of Words 21

Words Then and Vow 2D
Roots and Shoots 2E

Words and Your Work 2G
Times and People Change Words 2F

The Right Word in The Right Place 2H
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6. American poet? (Educational filmstrips)

Emily Dickinson 5A
Walt Whitman 58
William Cullen Bryant SC

Edr-,ar Allan Poo SD

Sidney Lanier 5E
Janes Russell Lowell 5F

7. American Legendary Heroes (Educational filmstrips)

Paul Bunyan 6A
Uncle Remus 63
Rip Van Winkle 6C
Hiawatha 6D
Ichabod Crane 6E
Pecos Bill 6F

8. Shakespeare's Theatre (Educational filmstrips)

Prologue to the Globe Theatre 9F
The Playhouse Comes to London 91
A Day at the Globe Theatre 9H

The Globe Theatre: Its Design and Construction 9G

Romeo and Juliet

9. Famous American Stories (Educational filmstrips)

Evangeline (Longfellow) 7A
Luck of Roaring Camp (Harte) 78
Gold BUR (Poe) 7C
Man Without a Country (Hale) 7D

The Great Stone Face (Hawthorne) 7E

Tom Sawyer Whitewashes the Fence (Twain) 7F

10. American Polk Heroes (Educational filmstrips)

Davy Crockett 8A
Kit Carson 88
San Houston 8C

Johnny Appleseed 88
Wild Bill Hickock 8E
Buffalo Bill 8F
Mike Fink 8G
Miles Standish 8H

11. Stories from Shakespeare (Educational filmstrips)

Romeo and Juliet 10G
nacbeth 10E
lidsummer Ninhes Dream 10F
Henry V 10C
As You Like It 10A
Hamlet 108
Julius Caesar 10D
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12. nreat Cuect3tions °Dickens) 9A

13. Tale of Two Cities (Dickens) 98

14. Look It Ell (Using the Encyclopedia) 3F

FILMSTRIP-MORD UNITS

History of American Literature (6 filmstrips, 3 records)

The ..;olonial Period
Revolutionary Period
Romantic Period
Transcendentalism
Rise of Realism
The Aodern Period

History of English Literature (8 filmstrips, 8 cassettes)

Early Enr!lish Literature
English Drars
Seventeenth & Eighteenth Centuries
Englis'l Novel
Romantic Era
Victorian Literature
Late Victorians to Uorld War I
World War I to World War II
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Course

7th Grammar

8th Grammar

Junior High
Literature Texts

(To be shared by
Junior High
English teachers)

9th Grammar

10th Grammar

9th & 10th
English Liter-
ature

(To be shared by
ninth and tenth
grade English
teachers)

ALBERT CITY-TRUESDALE JUNIOR-SENIOR
HIGH ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS

TEXT AUTHOR

Our Language Conlin, Herman
Today 7 & Martin

Our Language Conlin, Herman
Today 8, & Martin

Robinson, Monroe
Dimensions Artley, etc.

Wide, Wide World Pooley, Grommon,

in Literature Daniel

Challenges Robinson, Monroe,
Artley, etc.

The Magic 4 The Cox
Sword (Greek Myths)

Greek Myths Coolidge

Modern Grammar
and Composition

Modern Grammar
and Composition 2

Vanguard

Outlooks Through
Literature

Exploring Life
Through Literature

Perspectives

Accents

15

Conlin & Herman

Conlin & Herman

Pooley, Lowers
Magdanz, Niles

Pooley, Stuart
White & Cline

Pooley

Pooley, Grommon
etc.

Pooley, Grommon
etc.

PUBLISHER

American Book Co.

American Book Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Harper & Row

Houghton-Mifflin

American Book Co.

American Book Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Scott, Foresman
S & Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Scott, Foresman
& Co.



COURSE TEXT AUTHOR PUBLISHER

Writers'
Workshop

WritiL)sapnit Brown, Bleckhahn,
Cossitt

Scott, Foresman
& Co.Lessons in Composition

Magazine - Typog Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Writing Journals 2, 3 Flood, Welch Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich

Individualized Optimum Reading
Reading Achievement Books

I and II Powers Psychotechnics
Press

Tactics in Read- Niles, Bracken Scott, Foresman

ing etc. & Co.

Tactics in Reading NiL..s, Bracken

II etc.

Steps to Better
Reading

Schramm, Poteli
& Spache

Scott, Foresman
& Co.

Harcourt, Brace
& World

Scholastic

English

Scope Magazine Scholastic Maga-
zine

from Developmental Reading Lab.Supplementary materials

'Literature Euland in Liter- Pooley, Anderson,
Farmer, Thornton

Scott, Foresman
& Co.attire

Basic Gran ovir Resources for Conlin & Herman American Book Co.

6 Composition Modern Grammar &
Composition

Speech I The New American Hedde, Briggins,
& Powell

Lippincott

Speech

Basic Speech Carlile Clark Publishing

Experiences Co.,Pocatello, Ida.

Speech II

Short Story

(Basic texts used as a guide but not as textbook used

regularly)

A Book of Short
Stories II

Lodge & Laubacher

Paperback to be Goodman
purchased by students:
75 Masterpieces @ 750

Harcourt, Brace
& World

Bantam Books, Inc.
271 Madison Ave.



COURSE TEXT AUTHOR PUBLISUER

American
Literature

United States in Blair, Farmer,
HornberE;er & Wasson

Scott, Foresman
& Co.Literature

Mass Media Des aoines aen:ister and various magazines

Exploring Television

How To Read Your

William Kuhns

Smith, Michalak

EEEEE1215
Jovanovich

Loyola Ur.iversity
Press, Chicago

Harcourt, Brace,
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SOMITH nRADF MUSH
(;,rammar and Cemposition)

I. Objectives of Course

A. To teach the structure of the English language

B. To encourage mature study hablts and note-taking

C. To strengthen spellin7 skills

D. To teach a sense of form and correct mechanics in written

composition
E. To train students in effective public speaking

F. To teach that English is a changing languarw

G. To train students in use of reference materials

U. To train the student in linguistics

I. To train students to recognize and correct errors in ''ritten

composition

II. materials Used
A. Language text, Our Language Today 7; David A. Conlin, et al.;

American Book Co., 1966.
B. Supplemental text (traditional grammar), English for Meaning; 7;

Paul laze, etal.; Houghton Mifflin Company - 1962.

C. Workbook (teacher only), Cur Language Today 7; Raymond Clifford;

American Book Co., 1967.
D. Supplemental booklet, The Story of Sur Language; JoAnn McCormack;

Merrill Publishing Co., 1967.
E. Grammar transparency sets from 3M.

F. Overhead Projector, record player, tape recorder, film strips.

III. Units of Study
A. Explorini; the Library

1. Objectives
a. To introduce students to arrangement of high school

library.
b. To acquaint students with common library tools and

reference materials.
2. Content

a. Examination of encyclopedias suited for junior high

students
b. Almanacs
c. Biographical dictionaries
d. Language dictionaries by level of difficulty

e. Card catalog
f. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

g. Ueuspaper sections

h. Dictionary study
1. Lexicographer's job.
2. Parts of the entry
3. Special sections

i. Deuey Decimal System

18



B. Composition (To be done primnrily during class time)
1. Objectives

a. To acquaint students with the kinds of writing
1. Narrative
2. EN.pository

3. Argumentative
4. Descriptive

b. To teach the skills involved in a one-paragraph up to
two or three-paragraph compositions

2. Content
a. Topic outline (Emphasize the outline as logical categories,

not just numbers and letters.)
1. Main division, sub-topics
2. Order

a. Chronological
b: Order of increasing importance
c. General to the specific
d. Contrast
e. Comparison

bi Different kinds of paragraphs
1. Narrative
2. Expository

Descriptive
4. Persuasive

c. The topic sentence and summary statement
1. Definition
2. Placement
3. Each paragraph must have one.

d. Usinf,, transition words
e. Reports

1. Note-takinf*
2. Reports from single reference source

f. Letter-writina
g. Announcements and invitations
h. Personal essays (not fully developed essays, but

paragraphs expressing opinions and feelings.)
i. Creative writing (imaginative writing)

C. Structure of the English Language

1. Objectives
a. To teach the structure of an English sentence
b. To show that sentences fall into basic patterns
c. To teach that a basic pattern can be expanded

2. Content
a. Basic sentence elements

1. Subject
2. Verb.
3. Complement

b. Headwords
c. Kinds of complements
d. Word order
e. Function words
f. Basic sentence patterns

1. N-V
2. N-V-N
3. N-LV-N
4. N-LV-Adj.
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Expansion of basic patterns
1. Sin;le word modifiers
2. Headwords and modifiers
3. Vord :roup modifiers
4. Coordination

. . Form Classes
1. Objectives

a. To teach inductively the four mem fora classes

1. Noun
2. Verb
3. Adjective
4. Adverb

b. To show that a variety of forms can appear in a given
function

c. To teach that form classes are recognizable by position,

endin2, pronunciation
2. Content

a. Position of verb
b. Inflection of verb.
c. Regular verbs
d. Irre!tular verbs
e. Verb prefixes and suffizcs
f. Verb forms and auxiliaries
g. Noun signals

1. Determiner
2. Preposition
3. Noun adjunct
4. Inflection

a. Plural endings
b. Possessive endings
c. Noun suffixes

5. Capital letters
h. Noun functions
i. Noun verb agreement
j. Comparison of adjectives
k. Adjective signals

1. Intensifier
2. Position
3. Adjective suffixes

1. Comparison of adverbs
m. Adverb.sisnals

1. Adverb suffixes
2. Adverbs without characteristic endings
3. Aobility of adverbs

E. Linguistic Studies
1. Objectives

a. To show the relationship of sound to pronunciation,
spelling, and punctuation

b.: To teach the standard and substandard usages in speech

and writing
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2. Content
a. ntel pattef115
bi Punctuation and intonation
c. End punctuation
d. Cova usage
a. Standard and substandard English
f. Usage problems

1. Double negative
2. ACJective-adverb.confusinn
3. Pronoun agreement
4. Subject -verb agreement
Phoneme

h. Grpheme
i. Spelling by rule

F. History of English
1. J. ectives

a. To teach the origin of human speech
b. To trace the demelopment of English
c. To show how other languages influence English
d. To teach the reasons for addinf, words to a language

2. Content
a. The Story of Our Language booklet
bi Your Language and Holl It Grew" sections of language

text
c. Loan word sections
d. 'LinRuistic Learnings" sections

G. Spellin;
1. Individual spelling lists
2. Sentence dictation and survey tests
3. Words missed on survey tests and compositions to be recorded

on individual lists
4. Individual testing using words from individual lists

H. Proofreading
1. Objectives

a. To recognize and correct errors found in punctuation

or usage of a sentence.
bi To show how it is possible to expand and improve

sentences by better construction, better vocabulary

and better arrangement of words.
2. Content

a. SpellinF:

b. Punctuation
c. Capitalization
d. Granmar (correct usage)
e. Organization
f. Choice of words

I. Speech resources
1. Objectives

a. To teach students
expression.

b. To teach studentd
2. Content

a. Group discussions
Ili Panel discussions
c. One minute talks
d. .iook reports

the basic techniques of oral self-

the basic principles of speech.



3. Baste Perlinmentcry Procedure
1. Presidiwl and recording officers
2. Getting the floor
3. Makin i; a motion

4. Imo=inating and encting
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(Literature and Reading Skills)

I. Objectives
A. Word perception skills

1. Word attack for indenendent reading through context clues, word-
analysis ski' is, or 4Ictionary

2. To develop dictionary skills
a. Locating entries
b. Derived meanings
c. Deriwd pronunciations

B. Interpretation skills
1. Ability to comprehend literal and implied meanings
2, To grasp main ideas
3. Orzaaize and summarize details
4. Ability to recognize authors' techniques
S. Ability to respond to sensory images
6. Evaluate actions and personal traits of characters
7. Identify an author's attitude and purpose
8. Ability to recognize elements of style
9. Comparing and contrasting
10. To look for specific criterian in stories

a. Well- constructed plot
Characterizations

e. Theme
d. Style

11. Anticipatiir, outcomes
12. lakinf: judgments and drawing conclusions
13. Generalizir.g
14. Identifyinl and evaluating character traits
15. Identifyirm elements of style

a. Figurative, idiomatic, or picturesque language

1) Refrain, repetition, rhythm, rhyme
c. Person (first person or third person)

16. Comprehending phrase and sentence meanings
17. Form habits of previewing, skimming, and rereading'

C. Composition
1. Ability to express onesel2 in a sequential manner
2. To be creative
3. To stimulate thought

D. Concepts and understandings
1. To meet the basic needs of students

a. Need to achieve
b. Need for security
c. Need to be understood
d. Need to belong

E. Attitudes and values
1. To encoura,se students to read independently
2. Cultivate new interests
3. To help students grow personally through reading
4. Through teaching of poetry to train the student's ears

to the cadence of words and develop his sensitivity
to the prover of the English language



5. Thrnu.*h the study of farous neorle to help students develon
awareness of the pktrsenal qualities that lead to greatness

6. To widen the adolescent's horizon
7. To help the student find clues for gettinl along with his

contemneraries and with those older and younger than he

8. To acquaint students with their literary heritage, mold

their tastes, and promote their love of fine literature

II. Available Textbooks
A. Dimensions
B. Wide, Wide World in Literature
C. All Around America Through Literature
D. Challenges

These texts are used for both seventh and eighth grade literature.

Emphasis areas are listed and are to be followed. Units of study

listed for seventh grade are to be studied thoroughly, using all

four textbooks. If additional units are desired by the teacher, she

may use any other material from Dimensions or Wide, Wide World in

Literature IF it is not listed in the units of study for the eighth

grade. No additional units from All Around America Through Literature

and Challen*es are to be studied in seventh grade, other than those

listed.

III. Emphasis Areas in Literature
A. Biography and autobiography

1. Wide, Wide World in Literature
a. Child Pioneer
b. Harry Houdini, The Uandcuff King
c. Bow Einstein Came to Princeton
d. Into the Shakes
e. Jim Thorpe, Greatest of Them All
f. Johnny Noble, Cable Spinner

Michelangelo Buonarroti
h. New illation

i. Robert Louis Stevenson
J. Story of Louis Pasteur
k. Goethals, the Prophet-Sngineer
1. The Good Joan

2. Dimensions
a. New Worlds to See
Ili Dr. Joseph Lister
c. Thomas Jefferson 1743-1826
d. America's Nark Twain
e. Aalvina Hoffman: Sculptor to the Family of an

f. Father of the Blues
g. A Boy's Need
h. Crossing a Creek
i. Your World
J. Shepherd of the Unwanted
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3. All Around America
a. Captain r. KeJ.iy, Jr.

b. Daniel Boone
c. Sam Houston
d. Abe Lincoln at Nntysburr
e. Bili Feller's Boy
f. Boy of Abilene
n. Defeat and Victory
h. Diary of Anne Frank
i. George Washington Carver
j. I Wish to Learn
k. Jules Verne, "t!ister Imagination"
1. Lost
m. Modern Jove
n. Story of Sandia
o. This Life I've Led

4. Challenc'es
a. Churchill

1. Lord of Language
2. l[y Early Life

b. Linstein
1. The Professor and the Yo-Yo
2. Dr. Einstein Answers

c. Warrior Wit'-out a Gun
d. Hero, Prophet, Adventurer
e. George Washington Carver
f. Eleanor Roosevelt

1. Poor Little Rich _Girl
2. Family Album
3. She Waned in Beauty

B. Ballads (poems and songs)
1. Use library reference books such as The Ballad Book edited

by MacEdward Leach.
2. Use supplementary materials from English Department Resource

Center.
3. Order from State Traveling Library.

C. Introduce the ode, epitaph, eulogy and elegy.
1. Use library reference books.
2. Use supplementary books from EnFlish Department Resource Center.

3. Order from State Traveling Library.
D. Independent reading project

1. Students are expected to choose (with teacher guidance) books

on their reading level to read independently. Naturally the

number of books read and reading level will vary greatly.



EIGHTH GRAD: ENGLISH
(Gramm .4r and Composition)

I. Objectives of course
A. To teach form and function of the English lanNage
B. To teach the uses of mechanics in composition
C. To further develop composition skills
D. To teach the history and nature of language
E. To encourage thorough note taking and proofreading
P. To teach standard usage
G. To teach spelline skills
H. To encourage and improve study skills
I. To review basics learned in seventh grade

II. 1aterials used
A. Lair uage text, Our Language Today 8; David A. Conlin, etal.;

American Book Co., 1966.
B. Supplemental text (traditional grammar), English for Meaning 8;

Paul :IcKee, etal.: Houghton 7tifflin Co., 1962.
C. Workbook (teacher edition only), Our Language Today 8; Raymoud

Clifford; American Book Co., 1967.
D. Overhead Projector
E. Grammar transparency sets from 3M
P. Overhead projector, record player, tape recorder, filmstrips

III. Units of study
A. Form and functions

1. Objectives
a. To teach the structure of an English sentence

b. To extend the study of sentence expansion
c. To extend knowledge in characteristics of form classes

d. To extend knowledge of function words
2. Content

a. Sentence patterns
1. N-V
2. U -V -N

3. N-V-N-N
a. Indirect object
b. Objective complement

4. N-LV-N
bi Other noun functions

1. Object of preposition
2. Noun adjunct
3. Clause

c. Verb .forms in review
d. Verb functions
e. Adjective form in review



f. Adjective functions
1. N-LV-Adj. pattern
2. Objective complement
3. Sentence modifier
4. Clauses

g. tdverb form in review
h. Adverb .function

1. Zledifying functions
2. Conjunctive adverb.
3. Clauses

i. Function words
1. Determiner
2. Auxiliaries
3. Connectives

B. Composition and mechanics
1. Objectives

a. To teach development of sentence
bi To expand student skills in development of a paragraph
c. To teach skills in development of composition
d. To review skills learned in seventh grade composition
e. To teach more uses of mechanics of English

2. Content
a. Development of sentence

1. Expanding sentences
2. Buildin7 parallel structures
3. Compound and complex sentences
4. Transformations
5. Sentence interrupters
6. Sentence modifiers

bi Development of paragraph
1. Topic sentences
2. Transitions in paragraphs
3. Types of paragraphs

a. Narrative
b. Expository
c. Descriptive
d. Persuasive

c. Development of composition
1. Developing a subject
2. Organizing material
3. Using imaginative approach
4. Factual writing
5. Explaining and reporting
6. Letters
7. Biblio3raphies

d. Mechanics of composition
1. Apostrophe
2. Capitalization
3. Colon
4. Comma
5. Quotation mark
6. Italics
7. Semicolon



e. Simple personal essay
1. Tellinc., ex9eliences and eXpressinr! reactions

2. Correlated with the study of literature
f. Reports

1. Review note taking
2. Reports based on reference reading

a. Using several different sources
b: Rewriting from notes using own words

I. nnutes
1. Essential information
2. Conventional form

h. Book reports
1. Comparative discussion
2. Analysis of qualities
3. Similarities and differences of books

i. Creative writing
C. Study skills

1. Objectives
a. To teach use of library
b. To develop vocabulary
c. To teach methods of organizing

2. Content
Library skills
1. Biographical information
2. Reference books and magazines
3. Newspapers
4. Yearly compilations
5. Dewey Decimal system
6. Card Catalog
7. Dictionary skills
Vocabulary development
1. Bound babes of words and morphemes
2. Prefixes and suffixes
3. Loan words
4. Allusions
5. Compound and compressed words
6. Denotation and connotation

c. Organizing, and classifying
1. By anticipated questions
2. By deductive development
3. By inductive development
4. By logical divisions and subdivisions
5. By random associations
6. By tine and space

d. Use Peabody Library Information
D. History and nature of language

1. Objectives
a. To teach the origin of human speech
b. To teach the levels of usage
c. To teach the development of English

2. Content
a. Dictionary as a recorder of language
b. Levels of usage
c. Slang

tools

a.

and classifying

Tests (American Guidance Sergice)
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d. Language as symbols
e. "The English LaLguare and How It Grew" sections in text

f. The Story of Our Language by licCormack
s. Tree of Languale by Laird
h. Our Laiu by Lambert

E. Spellitr,
1. Weekly sentence dictations from word list stressing a

certain skill or problem area
2. Study of relationship of phonemes and graphemes
3. Stress on correct spelling of new terms encountered in

units of study
4. Individual spelling lists to which any word misspelled in

composition or other area is added
5. Individual testinR using words from individual lists

F. Proofreading
1. Objectives

a. To recognize and correct errors found in mechanics,
spelling, punctuation or usage of a sentence

b. To show how it is possible to expand and improve sentences

by better construction, better vocabulary and better

arrangement of words
2. Content

a. Spelling
b: Punctuation

Capitalization
d. Grammar (correct usage)
e. Organization
f. Choice of words

G. Speech resources
1. Objectives

a. To teach students the basic techniques of oral self-expression

b. To teach students the basic principles of speech

2. Content
a. Group discussions
b4 Panel discussions
c. Two-three minute talks
d. Book reports
e. Short dramatic or humorous readings
f. Brief pantomimes and improvisations

H. Study of the newspaper
1. Objectives

a. To improve ability to read newspaper
b. To attain greater skill in securing and interpreting the news

2. Content
a. Compare different newspapers
bi Use Study of the Newspa by Am. Newspapers Publishers

Association
I. Fundamentals of Discussion

(Use guide in Sept. 1969, English Journal)



(Literature and Reading Skills)

I. Objectives
A. Word perception skills

1. Word attack for independent reading through context clues,
vord-analysia skills, or dictionary

2. To develop dictionary skills
a. Locating entries
b. Derived meanings
c. Derived pronunciations

B. Interpretation skills
1. Ability to comprehend literal and implied meanings
2. To grasp main ideas
3. Organize and summarize details
4. Ability to recognize authors' techniques
5. Ability to respond to sensory images
6. Evaluate actions and personal traits of characters
7. Identify an author's attitude and purpose
S. Ability to recognize elements of style
9. Comparing and contrasting
10. To look for specific criterian in stories

a. Well-ccastructed plot
bi Characterizations
c. Theme
d. Style

11. Anticipating outcomes
12. Making judgments and drawing conclusions
13. Generalizing
14. Identifying ane. evaluating character traits
15. Identifying elements of style

a. Figurative, idiomatic, or picturesque language

b: Refrain, repetition, rhythm, rhyme
c. Person (first person or third person)

16. Comprehending phrase and sentence meanings
17. Form habits of previewing, skimming, and rereading

C. Composition
1. Ability to express oneself in a sequential manner
2. To be creative
3. To stimulate thought

D. Concepts and understandings
1. To meet the basic needs of students

a. Need to achieve
b. Need for security
c. Need to be understood
d. Need to belong

E. Attitudes and values
1. To encourage students to read independently
2. Cultivate new interests
3. To help students gran personally through reading

4. Through teaching of poetry to train the student's ears

to the cadence of words and develop his sensitivity

to the power of the English language



5. Throush tai:: study of famous p,20ple hetp students 4evelop
awareness of the personal qualities that lead to greatness

6. To widen the adolescent's horizon
7. To help the student find clues for v.ettine, alone with his

contemporaries and with those older and younger than he
S. To acquaint students with their literary heritage, mold

their tastes, and promote their love of fine literature

II. Available textbooks
A. Dimensions
B. Wide. Wide World in Literature
C. All Around America Through Literature
D. Challenpes

These texts are used for both seventh and eighth grade literature.
Units of study listed for eighth grade are to be studied thoroughly,
using all four textbooks. If additional units are desired by the
teacher, she may use any other material from All Around America
Through Literature and Challenges IF it is not listed in the units
of study for the seventh grade. No additional units from Dimensions
and Wide, Wide World in Literature, other than those listed, are to
be studied in eighth grade.

III. Emphasis areas in literature
A. Short stories

1. Wide, Wide World in Literature
a. Bells of Freedom
b: The Big Wave
c. The Buffalo Dance
d. Camel Boy
e. Champ of Marlton Road
f. Elmer the Worm
g. The "Fox and Hounds" Hunt
h. Ghost of the Lagoon
i. Gulliver Goes to Lilliput
j. Ham Shack
k. Into the Unknown
1. The Last Farthing
m. The Nagnificent Torpedo
n. Iinute Man
o Ar. Whitcomb's Genie
p. The ?lystery of :fonsieur Pliny

q. Oklahoma Land Run
r. The Party
s. The Phantom of the Bridge
t. Rikki-tikki-tavi
u. Sea Trap
v. The Shovel Van
w. The Silent Oboe
x. The Stepmother
y. Stretch fakes a Basket
z. Stuff of Dreams

(Choose selections from each of the
emphasis areas. Naturally not all
of the selections listed will be
used.)



aa. Tallest lift

lb: This Parm for Sale
cc. Welcome, Jill:

2. Dimensions
a. Tho l'erfect Batt

b. Space Age Pony
c. Giving Away Secrets
d. The Lone Grave
e. The 'Tarevelous Stamps from El Dorado

f. Feathered Friend
g. The Height of a Man
h. The Flower of Courage

Hy Oregon Papa
J. Erne from the Coast
k. The Little Pharaoh
1. rifts of the Sea
m. A Noble qhgic

3. All Around America
a. Beneath the Saddle

b. Black River Trap
c. The Blind Deer
d. The Blue Goose
e. The W.* Boat
f. The Caristmas Bogey
g. The Colt
h. The Cratchits' Christmas Dinner

i. Cress Buys A Hat
J. Danger in the Wind
k. The Day We Grew Up
1. Flying Feet
m. Foreigner:
n. Honey Goes to School

o. The Lady or the Tiger

p. The Long night
q. The Mhn Without a Country

r. The Nest
s. The Nightingale
t. The Old Soldier
u. One Fainting Robin

v. Pigs Is Pigs

w. The Pine-Tree Shillings

x. Poppo
y. Romeo and Juliet

z. Sabor's Shoes

aa. Space-Lane Cadet
bb. A Spark Neglected
cc. Spelling Bee
dd. The Strangers That Came to Town

ee. To Build a Fire

ff. Windwagon
gg. The Word-Passer



4. Chillews
a. Th%. incredible Place ack
13: Too Tall
c. Ladder to the Sky
d. The Bridge
e. Love Is a rallacy
f. Betrayed By a Well
1. The Snow Goose
h. The Red-Headed League
i. The Stolen White Elephant
j. The Spectre Bridegroom
k. The Sentinel

B. Mythology
1. All Around America

a. Ulysses and the Cyclops
2. WideL_Wide World in Literature

a. Three Golden Apples
bi The Quest of the Hammer

3. Dimensions
a. Echo and Narcissus
b. Orion, the Great Warrior

4. Greek Myths - Olivia Coolidge - 1949
(Total contents)

5. T112 Magic and the Sword - Miriam Cox - 1956
(Total contents)

C. One-act Plays
1. All Around America

a. Nathaniel Bowditch, Master Navigator
2. tai 3e, Wide World in Literature

a. The Lens Maker
b. The Soft-Hearted Ghost
c. The Golden Touch (Radio Play)

D. Narrative Poetry
1. Wide, Wide World in Literature

a. The Larding of the Pilgrim Fathers
b: The Meeting
c. The Oregon Trail
d. The Piet Pir3r of Hamelin
e. The Prisoner of Chillon
f. The Village Blacksmith
g. The Wreck of the Hesperus

2. Di7.ensions
a. Icaros
b. The Strong Swimmer

3. All Around America
a. The Charge of the Light Brigade
b. Columbus
c. Courtship of Miles Standish, The
d. Darius Greeu and His Flying lachine
e. Dunkirk
f. The Highwayman
g. How They Draught the Good News from Ghent to Aix

h. Lochinvar
i. Paul Revere's Ride



4. Challenges

a. Sarah Byng
E. Independent readinr. project

Students are expected to choose (with teacher guidance) books
on their reading level to read independently. Naturally the

number of books read and readin3 level will vary greatly.



Reprinted from an article published in Iowa English Year Book

Suggestive Composition Topics for Junior High
by Pauline Larsen

Most of the compositions that junior high students write will

be short, but they should cover: narration, description, exposition,
and persuasion. They should be carefully planned by the student for

originality of thought, clarity and conciseness of expression and

correctness of mechanics. Rough drafts should first be written;

then they should be revised and rewritten. Often students learn more

from revising a composition than they did from writing the first

draft.

Developing effective writing skills requires giving the students

definite guidelines to follow. To have a good composition program,
the teacher must have good composition topics, not subjeCts such as

"What I DiJ During Summer Vacation." It is to be expected that a

certain subject will not be inspiring to all students; therefore,

it is usually wise to give a choice of several topics, and allow the

student to choose. The topics should be suggestive rather than re-

strictive; the student should not be bound by the topic given. The

reason you give him a suggestive topic is simply to give him an idea

from which he is to develop his own composition.

Here are sample ideas which should encourage fresh, original

writing. By modifying or adapting them, they should be useful.

Ideas for descriptive paragraphs:

(These may be used in the conventional manner, or you
might be interested in what I call my "Idea Box". To
develop descriptive paragraph writing, I keep a box

containing small cards with a different phrase written

on each card. I pass these cards out at random to the

students. Each student reads his phrase, then proceeds
to develop a paragraph on the subject--I allow students

a second card, if they feel they cannot write on the

first subject; however, they write on the second subject.

Naturally, if a student receives a topic that he has

used before, he may exchange it for another. Naturally,

it is necessary to change card subjects occasionally.)

A gentle wind on a pleasant day in the country.

Cat's fur when it's vet.

The barnyard on a rainy day.

A savage windstorm.

A small child having a tantrum.



Taste of an apple.

Waiting for the train (bus, train).

A tree in autumn.

A hospital corridor.

A still dark night.

An 80 yard run by the half back.

A traffic jam.

Yourself getting up in the morning.

In the dressing room before curtain time.

A busy bus terminal.

Traffic during rush hour.

Starting a balky lawn mower.

A school corridor between classes.

A small child watching a favorite T. V. program.

A small girl in a heavy rain, wearing a too-large

rain coat.

A huge crowd leaving a sports event.

A cornpicker (or other piece of machinery) at work.

A busy street at night, as seen from a tall building.

A deserted locker room.

A hunter stalking game.

A deserted beach (house, school).

A blind beggar.

Night sounds in the woods.

A snowy morning on the farm (in the city)..

A nervous mother.

The barn at milking time.
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A small child taking medicine.

An attic storage room.

A night call for a doctor.

The railroad station just before (or after) a train

comes in.

An early morning walk in the woods.

A cat protecting her kittens (could substitute

another animal).

A small boy who just lost a fight.

A large river in time of flood.

Ideas for General Theme Topics

Theme topics must be properly presented if they are to be
effectively used. Therefore, the success with which these will
be used its largely dependent upon the manner of presentation.
Many individual factors must be considered before choosing specific
topics. However, teachers should get at least some useful
ideas from this list.

I am afraid of . . .

I feel so proud when

As soon as he stood up, we knew . . .

I look forward to

I hope I'll never

I feel sad when

I often worry about . . .

I wish people wouldn't .

I was never so embarrassed

I couldn't resist . . .

I wonder . . .
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I cheered wildly as . . .

I struggled to hold back the tears .

I really become angry when . . .

Three more minutes and I . . .

I knew I'd fall flat ou my face . . .

Tears rolled down my cheeks . . .

My great moment had finally arrived.

Suddenly I realized that I vas trapped.

I smelled smoke!

I was just plain scared . . .

Slowly the truth dawned on mc

Frantically I tried the door; it was locked . . .

I moved into a position where no one could see me.

I shook all over.

I thought I'd die.

When I'm eighteen . . .

Three Reasoam I'm Proud of Myself

Three Things That Are Sure To Make Me Grumpy

The Art of Killing Time

My Idea of Luxury

Housecleaning Time at Our House

Sounds That Keep Me Awake

If I Had Three Wishes

A Day to Remember

A Great Discovery

The Secret of the (Locker, Attic, Old House)

A Narrow Escape
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If I Could Be Anyone Alive Today

Twenty Years From ',low

Let's rlaviv.e. "audeville

We should stop just talking, and do something

&out our slums.

Causes of Forest Fires

The Greatest 1;eed of Our School (Town, State, Country)

People Should (or Should slot) Be Required to Vote

A Eobby I Enjoy

Th:1 Qualities of a Good (Teacher, Student,

School, Boyfriend)

If I Vere ("resident, Teacher, ?arent)

astakes Parents Often lake in Brintiinr Up Their

Children

Younjer Brothers (Sisters) Are a nuisance

Crabby Teachers

The Game (Sport) of Ic the nest

The Easiest (Earliest) "coney I Ever Earned

Hat, To. Train a Dog

Build A Birdhouse

Change A :ire, Etc.

Advantages (Disadvantales) of a Lave (Small) Family

The Best Thintis in Life Are Free

Life ras Loveliness to Sell

I'll Pitch *ty Wac'on to a Star

Something There is That Doesn't Love a Wall



Just As the Twig Is Bent, The Tree's Inclined

To ALIC Own Self Will I Be True

My Fworite

qty Dog Is a Character

A Place Worth Visitint>,

The Host Tragic Person I've Ever Met

And This Is My Motto, "In God Will I Trust"

To Do Injustice Is lore Disgraceful Than To Suffer It

It's Always Darkest Just Before the Dawn

A Get Rich Quick Scheme

The Silliest Invention

The Cruelty of Children to Parents

How To Flunk Enraish (Math, Science)

Hitchhikingby the hitchhiker

by the motorist

What My Dog Must Think of IA

My Most Embarrassing Moment

Intelligence in Animals

The :lost Peculiar Pet I've Ever Owned

Obnoxious People

Getting Something' for Nothing

The Greatest Influence in My Life

An Experience I Want to Forget

Things I Can Do Without

People Uho Bore Me

On Neeping A Secret
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All's Well That Ends Well

The Nerve of Some People

'low To Lose Friends

Qualities of a Lady (Gentleman)

The Unendin Strucle for Peace

If I Bad A Million Dollars

The Advantages of Being A Girl (Boy)

Ten Marks of a Great Man

A Pet I Loved and Lost

Ghosts I Would Like to Meet

Thins I Hate To Do

Recent Inventions Thar. We'd Be Better Off Without

Haste Makes Waste

Waht A Wreck the Car Was

My Idea of a Real Vacation

My Favorite Class

Souvenirs I Have Collected

Are Taxes Really Necessary?

The Fascination of the Forbidden

The Quickest Way To Make Me Furious

My Pet Extravagance

The Nerve of Some People

Are Grades Really Necessary?

Is A Lie Ever Justified?

If You Were Marooned on a Desert Island, What Three

Things Would You Want to Have With You?

My Hero (Heroine) in History
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:Iy Nero (Heroine) in Fiction

A Bad Habit I'd Like To Break

Vy Proudest ':oment

My Saddest Moment

A Test of Courage

Cheatinq

A Curious Dream

A Narrow Escape

When It Rains, It Pours

Every Do? Has His Day

If I Were Banished, I'd

All's Well That Ends Well

Believe It Or Not

Honesty Is (Is Not) Always The Best Policy

The Hardest Thin? I've Ever Done

Twenty ninutes of Horror

Those Few Seconds Seemed Like Hours

If I Uad Only One Week To Live

I Wish Someone ould Invent



NAME
wilME.Mmir emiND ... DATE

T7TME WALUATIOr 3HUT

Look ovar our cnmposition carefully before handing it in.

Be sure to attsch both the rough draft and the finished cop7
to show the imrrovements thpt You have made. Read through
y.)ur theme carefullv, rang snecial attest{ on to the areas

listed on this check sheet. When your evaluated theme is

returned to you, notice the area that are naked and the

commetts that are made. T77, T' IMPROVE NEXT TrwEi

InclAnIrn

p" ".ling

runetuation

Caritalizat:on

qrammar (correct usage)

ORGAIIZAT7CR

Is It well oranized in logical order?

Docs tt have a !pod beginnin:; and a 'ood ending?

Does para7raph develop one 'rain idea?

Are the St.rtMeAS 'sell constructed?
kre connlete?
Is mere 7sriety?

CT-TI(1171 WAIDI

Does the theme %se good vocabulary?

Skill and ^holne in arrangement of words
Does it avoid worn -out Phrases?
Does it contain colorful, forceful, effective words?

REA3ONIYG

Are the main ideas Clearly stated?

Is it logical even is it is make-believe?

A GCCD CCY203ITION 3EOULD VOLD THE INTEREST CP THE READER1

IT 111.107LD zirmin ENTERTAINING OR INPORMATIVE1

CanMeTS:

THEME GRADE
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Grou!? members

GROUP DISCUSSION EVALUATION

Group chairman

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Choice of subj6ct:

Prermtation of subject:-
Information given:
Olas discussion of value?

...........__ __..
....

List the name of any group member who vas a:

dominator:

blocker:

deserter:

playboy:

Comments and criticism:
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Speaker's Name:

Choice of subject

CPEECH EVALUATION

Subject:
Excellent Gnod Fair.......1.+= Poor

'Speaker's enthusiasm

Movement and gesturesill
Speaking rate and

effective pauses

Vocabulary
(Usage, and correct

pronunciation)

Audience reaction

Criticisms or comments
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GRADE 9
SUBJECT ENGLISH

I. General Objectives
A. Speaking

1. To achieve adjusttient, self-confidence, poise and a degree
of humility in informal and formal speech situations desirable
and typical of the school and community.

2. To understand and appreciate the characteristics, desirability,
principles, and practices of responsible and effective speech.

3. To recognize standards of acceptable speech for individual
attainment.

4. To achieve ability and responsibility in
a. Increasing and improving students' ideas and integrity

by the use of ideas in talking.
b. Organizing their ideas clearly for others aid for themselves.
c. Analyzing and testing ideas to draw sound inferences.
d. Their comprehension and use of language.
e. Developing and exercising well coordinated and meaningful

bodily action.
f. Developing and exercising flexible, unobtrusive voices

responsive to meaning in talking with others.
g. Developing purposeful, easily understood, and unobtr,..ive

articulation, enunciation, and pronunciation.
h. Courteous, analytical, and discriminating listening and

observing.
5. To appreciate freedom of speech and responsibility of self

and others in exercising it for the best interests of all.
B. Listening

1. To improve discrimination and critical thinking.
2. To be able to grasp central and important ideas and

to take notes.
3. To appreciate
4. To be able to

with speaker.
5. To be able to
6. To be able to
7. To be able to

the spoken language.
share responsibility of communication

improve emotional control.
improve social behavior.
follow instructions.

C. Written Expression
1. To be able to use language as a tool for composition by

employing standard formal and informal usage levels in the
various types of written communication.

2. To be able to gather, sort, and arrange material to exclude
the unnecessary and the irrelevant.
a. To train pupils to get information from Gazeteers,

Atlases, Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, and Almanacs.
b. To learn to use Bartlett's Familiar Quotations,

Who's Who in America, and a Thesaurus.
3. To establish a purpose and think through a problem

logically before beginning to write.
4. To be able to subordinate and emphasize ideas through

effective use of clauses and phrases.



5. To develop an appreciation for the precise use of words
and an ability to use words with increasing effectiveness.

6. To be able to use language skillfully by applying the
principles of grammar as an aid to clarity of expression,
to sentence structure., length, and variety.

7. To develop the power of accurate observation.
8. To form the habit of neatness and legibility in written

work and correctness in manuscript form.
D. Literature Program

1. To meet the needs of youth and to promote mental growth through:
a. Helping pupils to grow personally rtrough reading* by

establishing standards, values, and ideals.
b. Encouraging pupils to read independently.
c. The ability to select books the student is interested in.
d. The ability to appreciate a work of literature aesthetically.

2. To read for enjoyment through:
a. The ability to visualize what is read.
b. The ability to respond to sensory impressions.
c. The ability to appreciate rhythm, style, phrasing, and

inflection through oral reading.
d. The ability to understand style and structural design

and its appropriateness to material and purpose.
e. The ability to recognize universal character types.
f. The ability to understand allusions, symbols, implied

meanings, and new words.
3. To provide experience of study through

a. The ability to use punctuation marks to get the meaning.
b. Familiarizing pupils with methods of vocabulary building

and use of the dictionary.
c. The ability to follow directions.
d. The ability to draw conclusions.
e. Increasing speed and comprehension by

1. Increasing eye span.
2. Discouracing vocalization.

4. To gain information through
a. The ability to use charts, graphs, keys, maps, tables

of content, indexes, etc.
b. The ability to skim to locate information.
c. The ability to select books the student is interested in.

5. To read in order to evaluate.
a. To help pupils to become more thoughtful, responsible,

and astute readers.
b. To help pupils discriminate between good and poor literature,

TV programs, and films.
c. To help pupils understand semantics so they will not be the

unwitting victims of various propaganda devices.
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II. Textbooks used
A. modern Griii.dnar an Lowwsition

by Conlin & Herman American Book Co.
1. This is a major emphasis area of study.
2. The entire book is to be covered as completely and thoroughly

as posriiLle.
B. What Are They Up To (Composition text)

1. Both the first book and second book should be used.
C. Literature texts (to be used by both ninth and tenth grades)

1. Vanguard by Pooley, Lowers, Magdanz, Niles Scott, Foresman & Co.

2. Outlooks Through Literature by Pooley, Stuart, Uhite & Cline
Scott, Foresman & Co.

3. E291orinf, Life Through Literature by Pooley, Scott, Foresman & Co.
4. Perspectives by Pooley, Grommen Scott, Foresman & Co.

5. Accents by Pooley, Grommen Scott, Foresman & Co.
These texts are to be used for both ninth and tenth trade

literature.
Emphasis areas for each grade are listed and are to be carefully

followed. Units of study listed for ninth grade are to be studied
thoroughly, usinL1 all five textbooks. If additional units are
desired by the teacher, she may use any other material from Vanguard,
and Outlooks Through Literature IF it is not listed in the units
of study for the tenth grade. No additional units from Exploring
Life Through Literature, Perspectives or Accents, other than those
listed, are to be studied in ninth grade.

III. Grammar (using grammar text)
A. Basic sentence structure
B. Nouns
C. Verbs
D. Adjectives
E. Adverbs
F. Function words
G. Building sentences
H. Punctuation
I. The dictionary
J. Phonemes & graphemes

IV. Composition (usin' topics from grammar text and various other assignments
chosen by the teacher. Books Uhat Are They Up To should be covered

completely.)
A. Planning a theme
B. Developing the topic
C. Topic outline
D. Building word power
E. Writing paragraphs

1. Expository paragraphs
a. Development by example
b. Development by logical reasons
c. Development by incidents
d. Development by comparison
e. Development by contrast
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2. Descriptive parngranhs
a. Develo,:et: by various sensory impressions
b. laintaininc consistent points of view
c. Vivid descriptions of places and persons

3. Warrative para,;raphs
a. Built upon real examples
b. Telling what actually happened with progress from a planned

beginning to a planned end
4. Persuasive paragraphs (argumentation)

a. Presenting facts in logical order
b. Purpose to persuade others to agree with your view

F. Two and three paragraph themes_ developed
1. Selection of subject
2. Limitation of subject
3. Planning the theme (topic outline)
4. Determination of purpose
5. Transitions between paragraphs
6. Titling effectively
7. Body of three paragraphs
8. Concludin!,, paragraph

9. Proofreading must be stressed
10. devising and rewritin3 should also be stressed

G. Book reports (again not just retelling of plot; each genre
of book should have a set of guidelines to follow)

H. reports from reference materials (continue developing skills
listed before)

I. Creative writing
V. Individualized spelling

A. Teacher should have a file box with cards on which she records
students' misspelled words. Each student should have a separate
card filed alphabetically in this file.

D. Every student should also keep the list of words he has misspelled
in his own notebook.

C. Therefore a student is resnonsible for words he has misspelled.
Periodic reviews and tests should he given.

VI. Outlining
A. Basic rules of outlining reviewed
B. Actual practice in outlining

VII. Emphasis areas in literature
A. Personal essays

1. Exploring Life Through Literature text
a. Of !evenge - Bacon 387
b. A Great Teacher's 'lethod - Scudder 389
c. The Fine Edge of Awareness - Lynes 392
d. Going Out For a Valk - Beerbohm 397
e. Home - Bellor 399
f. A, B & C: The Human Element in Mathematics - Leacock 404

g. Every Man's Material Desire to be Somebody Else - Crothers 413

2. Vanguard text
a. Facing Danger 134

17: Athletes 197

3. Outlooks Through Literature text
a. Translating Literature Into Life - Bennett 606

b. Grandma - Bradbury 618
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B. Von-fiction
1. Vanguard text

a. Clever Vans - Evon Vogt, Ray Hyman 460
bi House of Flyin3 Objects - Robert TIallace 453

c. Wolves in our i:Lni,lan - Lois Crisler 264

d. How Obie Won His Uedal 114

e. Hours of Fear - Walter Lord 78

f. Hurricane Doctor 48

g. Diamond of Alaska - Edward Herron 30

2. Perspectives text
a. A Donkey in a World of Horses 55 - Ved ehta
bi The World's First Test Pilot 224

c. Crusoe of Lonesome Lake 21-22
d. Alone at Sea 138
e. Leaves from a Surgeon's Journal 374

C. Parable & Allegory
There are no parables or allegories in the texts. Supplementary

library books such as Fulton Oursler's Modern Parables should be used

to teach this emphasis area. The Bible should also be used.

D. Medieval Tales & Le ;ends
1. Exploring Life Through Literature text

a. The Coronation of Arthur 522 - Sir Thomas Mallory

b. The :carriage of Arthur 524 - Sir Thomas Malory

c. The Tale of Sir Gareth 530 - Sir Thomas Malory

d. Gareth and Lynette 546 - Alfred Lord Tennyson
e. Charlemagne and Elegast 577 - Trans. Luberties Bakker

E. Shakespeare
1. Romeo and Juliet (found in the text, Outlooks Through Literature)

F. Poetry
Any poetry selections found in Outlooks Through Literature

and Vanguard may be used in ninth grade. NO selections from

Exploring We Throughj.iteraxure. perspectives and Accent
may be used in ninth grade.
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GRAD 10
SUBJECT: ENGLISR

I. Objectives
A. To show that ,,rammar, composition, and literature are related to

actual or vicarious experiences of the students.

B-. To teach the characteristics and histories of the following

literary forms,
1. Informational essay
2. Drama
3. Lyric poetry, sonnets
4. Propaganda literature
5. Novelette
6. Shakespeare Julius Caesar

C. To develop the student's ability to evaluate and analyze

literature
D. To strengthen vocabulary and improve reading ability

E. To show how words become "the precision tools of accomplished

writers"
F. To develop composition skills in the followinE, kinds of writing

1. Description
2. Exposition
3. Character sketches
4. Use of reference materials
5. Argument
6. Narration
7. News stories
8. Book reviews
9. Evaluation
10. Essay
11. Parallel construction
12. Sentence variety

G. To review principles of basic grammar
H. To train students to sneak effectively before an audience

II. .laterials used
A. :lode= Grammar and Composition II, Colin, Herman - American Book Co.

1. This is a major emphasis area of study.

2. The entire book is to be covered as completely and thoroughly as

possible.
B. Composition texts What Does It All /lean - Both First Book and Second

Book should be used.
C. Literature texts (to be used by both ninth and tenth grades)

1. Vanguard by Pooley, Lolers, Magdanz, Miles - Scott, Foresman & Co.

2. Outlooks Through Literature by Pooley, Stuart, White & Cline,

Scott, Foresman & Co.
3. Exploring Life Through Literature by Pooley, Scott, Foresman & Co.

4. Perspectives by Pooley, Grommen - Scott, Foresman & Co.

5. Accents by Pooley, Grommen -Scott, Foresman & Co.
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These texts are to be used for both ninth and tenth grade
literature. Emphasis areas are listed and are to be carefully
follomd. Units of study listed for tenth grade are to be
studied thoroughly, using all five text books. If additional
units art desired by the teacher, she may use any other material

k::illorng Life Throw!' Litcrature,Perspectives and Accents
I: it is not lisped in the units of study for ninth grade. NO
additional units from Vanpuard and Outlooks Through, Literature
other than those listed are to be studied in tenth grade.

III. Units of study
A. Grammer - using grammer and composition text

1. Structure of the ssntence
2. Headwords and modifiers
3. Form and function
4. Verbals
5. Appositives and absolutes
6. Agreement
7. Substitution
8. Punctuation
9. Phoneues and graphemes

10. Effective sentence structure
B. Ccmposition

1. Review of paragraphs
a. Topic sentences
bi Unity
c. Coherence
d. Transitions

2. Longer compositions
a. Narration
bi Description
c. Exposition
d. Persuasion

3. Book reviews
a. Fiction
bi Non-fiction

4. Newspaper Writing
5. Letter Writing
6. Creative writing
7. Dictionary skills
8. Essay examinations

C. Research Paper
1. Basic principles
2. Paperback manual TEE TERM PAPER
3. Actual paper on specific subject (7-10) pages
4. Review of library skills
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D. Ilethods

1. Student-centered class discussion
2. Introductory lectures for each form of literature
3. Ansmring of text questions regularly to encourage in-depth

study
4. Constant encouraging of note taking
5. Vocabulary accompanying each selection

a. Context
b: Structure
c. Etymology

6. Announced quizzes at intervals
7. Interpretation of new material at end of each unit
8. Composition as an outgrowth of literature studies
9. Proofreading, revising and rewriting should be stressed.
1n. Bulletin board for articles about current events related

to literature and language
E. Emphasis areas in literature

1. Informational essays (Choose from this list)
a. Perspectives text

(1) Before the Astronauts 246
(2) The Buried Treasure of Oak Island 260
(3) Citizens of Space 249

(4) nonster in the Lock 290
(5) Hystery Still Unsolved 265
(6) Suited for Space 228

1): palming Life Through Literature text
(1) Of Thumbs - Montaigne 386-,

(2) :!axworks in the Abbey - Woolf 409
(3) The Elements of Style - White 421

(4) The Eye of Edna - White 426
c. Vanvuard text

(1) 'Jaye You Ever Seen a Bee Dancing? - Wallace Croatman 297

(2) Diamond Backs - Edwin Teals 266

(3) Carol Reiss - Jane Lee 177

(4) The .louse That Ruth Built - Joe McCarthy 158
d. Out` looks Through Literature text

(1) Vulture Country - Stewart 609

e. Accent U.S.A. text
(1) The American Turtle 130
(2) Captain Waskow 375
(3) The Cardiff Giant 46

(4) The Case of the Kensington Stone 52

(5) The Confirmation 517
(6) The Know Soldier 372

(7) The Ilan Who Snuffed Out Hell 548
(3) Mound on the Prairie 39

(9) The Hystery of the Stone Towers 14

(10) Report From Hiroshima 461
(11) The Return of the Unknown Soldier 303

(12) Souring the Wind 221
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(13) A Spy from Was4ington 136

(14) The Stanleys and Their Steamer 296

(15) The Trap 157

(16) Wk.! Aren't Superstitious 100

(17) Zinc 22

2. Propaganda literature
This is an excellent area in which to use daily newspapers

and other current publications. Various speeches could also be

studied as propaganda. Emphasis should include the idea that

there is good propaganda as well as harmful propaganda.

3. Drama (Choose any three selections from this list).
a. Perspectives text

(1) Dino 326
(2) Five in Judgment 62

(3) The Sentry 381
(4) Sorry, Wrong Number

b: Exploring Life Through Literature text
(1) The Miracle Worker . William Gibson 436

(2) Twelve Annry Men - ReQinald Rose 488

c. Vanguard text
(1) Out of Control 50

(2) Shipment of nute Fate 118

(3) Borderline of Fear 249

(4) Invasion from Mars 466
d. Outlooks Through Literature text

(1) Visit to a Small Planet - Gore Vidal 639

(2) The Mother - Paddy Chayefsky 658

4. Shakespeare
a. Julius Caesar - Exploring Life Through Literature

5. Poetry
Any poetry selections found in DEloring Life Through

Literatnre, Perspectives and Accent may be used in tenth grade.

Vo selections from Outlooks Through Literature and Vanguard

may be used in tenth grade.



TENTH Ge.Ail COMPOSITION

IUThODUCTION:

There is no better device for learning how to organize think-

ing into n coherent pattern than being required to put it into
writing. For this reason, major emphasis in the sophomore year
should be placed upon composition. This unit should include organ-
izatioml techniques as well as thought provoking assignments.
Together these devices should enable the tenth grade student to
think and bring order to his thoughts and written expression.

1. RzVIE0 OF PARAGRAPHS
Sophomores should be familiar with paragraph construction.

However a review is often beneficial since the paragraph is the
base for longer composition. In this review, topic sentences,
unity, coherence and the use of transitional devices should be
covered.

2. LONGER C'3FOSITIONS
Emphasis should be placed on longer compositions. All four

types of writing, narration, description, exposition and persuasion,
should be studied.

3. BOOK REVItLIS
Both fiction and non-fiction book reviews should be required

regularly. These reviews should consider:
a. Plot summary
b. Character sketches
c. Author's purpose
d. Autnor's style
e. :reader's opinion

4.NrPSPAPER t4RITING
The study of newspaper should begin with a look at several

different newspapers and the types of items within them. In this

way, the students will sec the characteristics of news stories,

feature stories, editorials, and columns. Following an analysis
of professional samples, the emphasis should be placed on student's
writing these kinds of articles.

5. LETTER WRITING
Objectives in 1 letter writing unit should include:
a. To realize reasons for writing letters
b. To examine and apply what makes a letter good
c. To improve the appearance of letters and envelopes
d. To correctly write the parts of letters and envelopes
e. To properly fold and mail letters



E. CREATIVE WRITING
Orelb/vo writing may be incorporated with literature or

grimm-Ir to keep students active in composition. It may include
writing assignments dealing with the current unit of study or
composing short stories, poetry, plays, or essays.

7. DICIIONARI aiCILIS
Dictionary skills should be taug4t and used throughout the

year with vocabulary study.

8. EjS,!.Y LLtMIN,tTIONS

1ssay questions should be used whenever possible in testing.
Other instructors should be encouraged to use them in their areas
also.
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PROPAGANDA

Introduction:

Propaganda is a diasemination of ideas and information with the design
of inducing or intensifyirg attitudes and actions favorable to the purposes
of the disseminator.

Propaganda is any organized group effort to spread particular doctrines
or information.
A. Propaganda is both good and bad. Good propaganda, for example, is

used to promote Brotherhood Week.
B. Language. is the tool of propaganda. "The pen is mightier than the

sword" -- or the H-bomb: (How is it mightier?)
C. Propaganda is accompanied by distortions of fact and by appeals to

passion and prejudice.
D. Propaganda excites our emotions and causes us to forget to think.

We must be on our guard against propaganda. We should judge on the
basis of evidence, not emotion. We need to read and think critically.
(What is our defense? -- Think and evaluate)

Different types of propaganda:
A. Strategic and Tactical

1. Strategic: It is mapped up around the ultimate goals: victory

over the enemy in war, and destruction of the political machine
that gives him the power to wage it; and sometimes even beyond that,
and the possibility of future realignments among nations.
a. Our propaganda in the last war, for example, was geared toward

the complete annihilation of Nazi power in Germany; but not
toward the elimination of the title of the Emperor in the case
of the Japanese. (Why didn't we try to destroy the Emperor?)

2. Tactical: It is limited both in scope and time. It exploits a
situation in a local sector, and as such, it may or it may not seem
to be in tune with the claims of the strategic propaganda. It

must, however, in general conform to the ultimate objectives,
B. Preparational and Operational

1. Preparatioral: The preparational propagandist is mainly concerned
with producing a frame of mind within the group he is working on.
He implants the right "truths", and cultivates the "proper" attitudes
that would ultimately eventuate in the action he wants. He usually

has ample time to prepare long before a crisis arises. An example

is the attitudes of blind obedience to the Fuehrer and German racial
superiority in the German schools as soon as they were turned
into Nazi propaganda centers.

2. The operational propagandist is chiefly concerned with action. The

crisis is at hand; something has to be done, and done quickly. He

appeals, agitates, demands action. He is the real "troublemaker",
exploiting the centers of disaffection and friction in foreign
countries, intensifying racial, religious, political, and economic

conflicts. The Russians call him simply the "agitator" and use him
not only in foreign lands but within the Communist world to stir

up all sorts of "spontaneous" action at the command of the gremlin.
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tc Aid in the TeachinF of the Propaganda Unit (Grade 10)

Propaganda

Activities: 1. Help students to interpret, evnluate, and distinguish
5etweer white nne black propaganda by illustrations,
(verbal, aictoral) , tapes, recordingn, sneakers, printad
Naterial, :end ccnvers'ticn.

2. Pelp studentr recognize differ nt types cf propaganda
seeing and hearing different types and by mriting their
ova prepagends.

3. Show student:. through pictures, articles, and ads how pe
g^zu relntas to them.

4. Examine speeches of prominent nerscnv for propagnn4P.
5. FxPmine advertising cony for propaganda content.
C. Pic!, out imsic facts in an a-ticle. UAVP students pick out

fact vs. orinicn. Students should reccrenize rue list what
prepnpl)da devices rre need it the rrticle.

7. !The n propagandp film, analyze it, then show 't a second

8. Show haw arcpaganda effects the student himself ta the
school paper, school spirit campairn, Ad!, organizetlins
asking ther, to join, religion, rrt!_cles concern4ng taxes,
canCidates, recreation.

9. Evalunte P controversial news article.
1C. Show Low prenspands is used in cartoon,:, editorials,

features, nexs stroies, headlines, socrts, pictures, and ads.
11. 'rite for literature from various crernizaticnsa weans

of securing 'Icariplec c:f prcpagandn.
12. Compare pair of words for loaded vordP--ex. house vc--.

13. Clip trcm the paper, pictures that could be captioned in
two different ways. Cut the caption troll the picture.

Paste the picture o one side of n niece et cardboard and
the caption on the caler Bids. Have the students guess
hat picture is, showing how pictures can be used favorably
or unfnvorablv by var4.ous people. Assign P student tc find
and cut P picture cut of the paper that cnuld be used ter
propaganda purposes, and have eech student select their
own cept!cnc tc gc alcrg vIth their cvn slanted news
article or niece of propaganda.

WjectiveL: 1. Students will write in item of propaganda using the methods
and devicee given in class, includi:As at least two propaganda
devices.

2. Students will labal propagilnde devices In materials presented
tc them.

3. Students will list five propaganda devices and define them
fn a testing situation.



Definiticn cf Propaganda old Its Prlctict.
A. The functtcn cf an lafarmatIzn awncy is tr disseminate truth--to wake

avPilaNle tact end opinicn, each carefully separated from the other. The

ain ct an intrrmaticL agency is to enable vs many people as Possible to
term their mu individurl judgements on the toasts of relevant tact Pnd
authoritative opinion.

B. The tuncticn at a prleaunde agency is almost the exact opposite; it is
not to interm, but tc persuade. In order tc persuade, it must disseminate
cnly such tact, such ceinicn, nn0 such ticticn masquerading as tact PS
will serve to make pecple set, or tril tc act, in the desired way.

C. Prcpagardb originally bpd reference tc the specific act of fastening dour
cr rocttt, ct pinnts in such a way as to cause them to multiply and

snread. eoes this apnly to modem prcreet.rde)
D. T1:,--re i black rs as vh:te propaganda.

1. Blc-ci...prciparndr is completely hidden. When Goehhels, head ct Nazi

prcpavnda; but wh spread the rumors and jokes .rout the President
and ethers ct our leaders during the war hers?

2. White.propmvda completely open. The Voice of America hroadearts
are white prcaaganda.

People PropPgandp i3 Aimed at, and Used by
A. In.lividuals (Usually the ignorant maser; or the ccmrom people)
R. Secular-interest groups (levvies pnd pressure groups)
C. Religicut; organizations (sects, niesionary sccieties)
D. Political organizations and parties
E. Governments at even. level end at Seery level and of every type.
Secular-interest grcupr advocating diverse objectives:

1. Patriotic and temperance societies
2. Fire-preventicr nd traffic sotety comerItteee
3. Congervaticn leagues
4. Prevention cf Cruelty to Animals
5. Labor unions
6. 7111-de.; ailsociation:

Vehicles fcr Propaganda Distribution
A. Advertising.
D. Mass Media

1. Televisirtr.

2. Radio
3. Magazines
4. Newspapers

C. Speeches
D. Literary corms

1. Books

a. Karl Marx, Charles Dickens (Oliver Twists. Druid Ce1ertiO4)) Harriet
Beecher StCWP (Uncle Tom's Cabin), Uptcn S'Inclair (The Jungle).

2. Pamphlets
3. Thomas Paine (Common Sense), Peace or End the. War Committees.

3. Docuoents
a. Decloration Independence, prcclamicticns

4. Handbills (Anti War, Communist, Schcol Systems, Political Pr,.ties)
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Propneande Devicee
A. Name Calling: licking theoppcsition tc rcmething unpleesant. It ie

using labler, ehich unfevorable connototions. Ask yourself when you

hear an iudIvieunl or group called a name--"Doce the evidence justify the

use of thin name?"
B. Generality_ using words that have little meenirgvague vcres.

Lx: "Vote ter ice .ironec. Ma's a fine American!"

C. half-truth: leaving cut thine to obtain a desired eitect.

Lx: "Spine T. Agnew hetee peace demonstrators"

D. Card Stacking: selectirg certain fade and arranging them to make a

desired irpressien.
E. Over-eeneralizaticn: jumping, to conclusions without evidence.

F. Hasty GeneralizatienjueFing tc conclusions before Pre hear the whcle

story.

G. Extrapoletien: "forecasting dove Ex: "Don't vote for thrt tnx bill; it

will bring financial ruin." This tees of propaganda is a scare technique.

h. False Anclogy: Wrea5 comparisons are made. Ex: Your cousin was in my

class and rade l's, so you should, tee.

I. Self-evident truths--To preface the idea you wish to promote by "This gees

witnout saying," *hen perhaps it is not as otvicuslv true as You are

trying to make vcur listeners believe.

J. "Plain-Folks" Device: glorifying the aversge pen. The cendidatie for

political office stresses that he is just one. of the guys.

L. Snob Appeal: the reverse cf "plain-Folio ". (Cadillac ads)

L. Invalid Argument: con be starting from a premise which is faulty or

reaching a conclusion trem insutficieet evidence.

M. "Non oequitor": drawing a conclusion that doesn't necessorily follow the

premises: begins cenclueien on facts totally irrelevant. Ex: "If more

recple tn Dee Mines drive Buicks than Pcrds, ruicks met be cheaper."

N. Testiecnial: having nr inplrtevt person testify en behalf of a cause.

O. Dendwagon: everyone ;s doinp it, you should, too.

Hieden Persuaders in Advertising

Introduct4en
A. Advertising Is eery Impertant in our society. It aftects our society. It

ettecta our thinking rld acting. plain bill ion dollars is spent e'ch year

ce advertisingmere than is'spent do publieeducation.

B. Our tree economy is dependent upon advertising. Although we often speak of

advertising as on evil, it is vital tc our eociete. (Whys) Furthermore,

revertisivg educates the consumer. (floWn

C. Advertising, hcwever, is propaganda, and we don't want to be fooled.

Persuasive techniques used in advertising

A. The generality: descriptive wrrds used in advertising which have very

general meanings. Ex: o cigarette is "cool," "mild and fresh ", and has

the "softest taste". There le little meaning, in these general words.

Advertising seize!: upon a word and uses it to death, and impoverishes the

language.
D. irensfar: the advertiser attempts to shift cur feelings about some object

cr thing tc his product. Ex: A forest scene and then you are switched to

a cigarette-smoking romantic couple. You are trensterred Iron' z scene to

r product.
C. Bandwagon: arks you to join the crowd. "All the crowd uset such-andouch

a product."
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D. Name-Callinr: a label. if used which hag a faArcrable cr unfrvornble conno-

tation. Ex: (4., favorable ccnnctation) anrociating the F-C3 care pith a

rocket; a Muetang tc a wild, snirited horns.
E. Snob Appeal: Ex: ad cepticn like "in a class by itself."
F. Authority: Ex: "Contentedhis doctor recommended Carnation."
G. Testimcninl: Ex: "My dcctrr recommended it."
U. half truth: "Eight cut ct ten viir tne Carnation say "My doctor recommendad

it." The wording raks,c ycu th rik, it you don't reed caretully, that eicht

out ct ter people use Carnation."



GRADES 11-12 SEUESTER ELECTIVE
AMERICAN LITERATURE

I. Materials
A. The United States in Literature, Blair, Farmer, Uornberger,

Wasson, 1963. Scott, Foresman and Company.
B. Explication and Review E; to accompany The United States in

Literature, Plank 1966, Scott, Foresman and Co.

C. Library books.
D. Use other anthologies to supplement the course.
E. Regular weekly writing assignments correlated with reading

assignments.

II. Content
A. Introduction to American Literature

1. Objectives
a. To arouse interest in American literature.

b.; To provide background information to American literature.

c. To take an initial lac* at some of the modern American writers.

d. To review the story form.
2. Procedures

a. There are 5 short stories in this unit, 4 poems, 1 essay,

and 1 play.
bi The opening unit should not be too long.

c. Students study stories in regard to such things as plot,

tone, theme, setting, characters, climax, and language.

d. Discussions over the stories.
e. Themes on such topics as "What kind of literatute I like

best to read", and "What's a good short story".

f. Test over the unit.
B. Outside Reading Unit

'1. Objectives
a. To develop a love of reading.
b. To acquaint students with other writers.
c. To widen literary horizons.
d. To improve reading skills.

2. Procedures
a. A list of available books should be presented to the students.

List should be annotated.
Should contain recommendad reading by outside sources, i.e.

colleges, library clubs.
Books should be relatively easy to find.
Books of all depths and auout all subjects should be on the list.

b4 A set number of books to be read by each student each quarter.

c. A report, either oral or written, should be submitted for

each book.
d. Credit or grade given for each book read.

e. Should allow students freedom of choice.

f. Time given in class every so often for students to read.
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3.

a. lead reviews of good books to class.
b: Talk with students about books they are reading.
c. Try to read as many of the same books yourself.
d. Recommend certain movies and television shoes based on books.

C. Puritan Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study Puritan era of our history.
b. To study earliest literature of our country.
c. To study the essay form.
d. To increase vocabulary.

2. Procedures
a. Some stories written by moderns about the Puritans might be

included, i.e. "The Crucible" by Arthur Miller.
b. Students study history and the mode of writing at the same

tine.
c. Students have drills on vocabulary and spelling from words

taken from the reading.
D. Revolutionary War Unit

1. Objectives
a. To study that epoch in history when the United States

was being formed.
b: To study the literature of the Revolution.
c. To study essay form.
d. To learn about propaganda.
e. To increase vocabulary.

2. Procedures
a. Class discussions
b. Themes written by students
c. Filmstrips
d. Records
e. Unit test

E. Early National Period Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study beginning of American society.
b. To study the dawn of the Romantic Age.
c. To study the first short stories.
d. To study the first poems.
e. To increase vocabulary.

2. Procedures
a. Either "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" or "Rip Van Winkle"

is read by the teacher or the class as a supplement to
Washington Irving.

b. Discussions over each reading assignment.
c. Bring examples of painting from Hueson River School.
d. Film over William Cullen Bryant.
e. Film over Edgar Allen Poe.
f. Record of dramatic reading of one of Poe's works.
g. Unit test.
h. Students write a theme about characteristics of Romanticism.
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F. Ru=antiee4, and Traa$cendentaItam Unit

1. Objectives
a. To study transcendentalistic theory.
b. To study the climax of the Romantic Age.

e. To study the p.;rsonal essay.

d. To increase vocabulary.
2. Procedures

a. Class diccussions.
b4 Theme comparing Thoreau's "The Battle of the Ants" with

Franklin's "The Ephemera".
c. Student report over Thoreau's influence over Mahatma Ghandi

or Martin Luther King, Jr.
d. Students write sonnet as means of understanding that verse

form.

e. Student report over "The Scarlet Letter".

f. Student report over Hay Dick.
g. Unit test.

G. Civil Mr Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the Civil War.

bg To study the beginning of realism in literature.

c. To study modern poetry.
d. To study vocabulary.

2. Procedures
a. Class discussions
b. Film strip over Walt Whitman
c. Teacher reads essay about Walt Whitman by D. H. Lawrence.

d. Class sings spirituals one day.

e. Student reads "Inaugural Address" of John F. Kennedy and

compares it to Lincoln's.

H. Romanticism-Realism Transition Unit

1. Objectives
a. To study the transition period between Romanticism and

Realism.
b. To study the local color movement.
c. To increase vocabulary.
d. To study the beginning of American humor.

2. Procedures
a. Class discussions.
b: Read to class from Twain's Letters From the Earth and The

Mysterious Stretmer.
c. Pass out poems by Stephen Crane as supplement.

d. Play record of recorded western folk songs.

e. Theme interpreting one of Emily Dickinson's poems.

f. Unit test.
1. Modern American Poetry

1. Objectives
a. To study poetry.
b. To study mail= in poetry.
c. To appreciate twentieth century American culture.
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2. Procedures
a. Suivitment E. E. Cummings with other poeus.

b. Listen to Robert Frost reading several of his own poems.

c. Listen to choral reading of Sandburg's "Jazz Fantasia".

d. Ltt.ten to musical version of nobinson's "Richard Cory"

by Simon and Garfunkel.
e. Class choral reading of "General William Booth Enters

Into Heaven".
f. Suppleu.Ant Wallace Stevens with other poems.

g. Supplement Robinson Jeffers with other poems.

h. Student reading of another James Weldong Johnson poem.

1. Class discussion.
j. Unit test.

Time will not permit using all of the selections listed for this course

of study. The teacher must use his own discernment to choose selections

which he feels will be most meaningful to his individual class. Repre-

sentative selections from each time period must be included, however.
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GRADES 11-12 SEIESTER ELECTIVE
ENGLISII

I. Objectives
A. To gain skill in interpl-ctin,-, literary mnterial.
B. To learn hail litiarai=e may be applied to life.
C. To learn about the main British miters.
D. To understand the way in which British literature developed

and chanTed.
E. To ,.ain kaowledN of the Eivlish culture.
F. To improve the reading standard.
G. To develop intellectual honesty.

II. Introduction
A. It is to be assumed at this level that the students have learned

the basic skills of English, and therefore, this course should

alea primarily to sharpen those skills.
B. The emphasis should be to prepare the students for college work.

III. Materials
A. Enc'land in Literature, Pooley, Anderson, Farmer, Thornton, 1963.

Scott, Foresman & Co.
B. Replication and Reviev. F to accompany :nmland in Literature,

Plank, 1966, Scott, Foresman & Co.

IV. Supplements
A. Library nooks
B. Use other anthologies to supplement the course.

V. Content
A. Introduction to English Literature

1. Objectives
a. To arouse interest in English culture.

b. To give back,,,round information about England and the

British Commonwealth.
2. Content

a. Villa strip over the British Isles.

bi !Iovies of the Tower of London, the changing of the

Guard: at Buckingham Palace.
c. Bulletin board of Enrlish scenes and monuments.

d. 1:41) of England.

B. Anglo-Saxon England
1. Objectives

a. To learn about the first mitten words of England.

b. To learn about Anglo-Saxon England.
c. To learn about Old Enaish.
d. To study the lyric form.



2. Proct!chtres

a. Claus discussions.
b. Listen to recordin7, of spoken Old English.

C. The discussing epic qualities of Beowulf.

d. Scudents write ridcaca like these a Anglo -Saxon epic.

e. Report on Stonehenge.
f. Unit test.

C. Outside Reading Unit
1. Objectives

a. To develop a love of reading.

bi To acquaint students with other writers.

c. To widen literary horizons.
d. To improve readiwr skills.

2. Procedures
a. A list of available books should be presented to the students.

List should be annotated.
Should contain recommended reading by outside sources, i.e.

colleges, library clubs.
Books should be relatively easy to find.
Books of all depths and about all subjects should be on the

list.
b: A set number of books to be read by each student each semester.

c. A report, either oral or written, should be submitted for

each book.
d. Credit or grade given for each book read.

e. Should allow students freedom of choice.

3. Devices
a. Read reviews of good books to class.

b. Talk with students about books they are readinc.

c. Try to read as zany of the same books yourself.

d. Recommend certain movies and television shove; based on books.

D. Medieval England Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the culture of medieval Ensland.

b. To study Middle English;
c. To study the ballad form.

2. Procedures
a. Claus discussions.
b. Read Chaucer in the original ;Addle Enclieh.

c. Film strip over the Canterbury Tales.

d. Listen to recording of Prologue to Canterbury Tales in

:fiddle English.

E. Elizabethan Age Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the culture of the Elizabethan Age.

hi To study the sonnet form.
c. To study drana.



2. Procedures
a. Play recordinr, of Mlizabethan ballads.

b. Write sonnets.
c. Class discussions.
d. Quizzes over "1!atalet".

e. Recordin of "Wallet".
f. Film strip of "Hamlet".
3. Film strip over the Globe theater.

h. Lecture over the development of drama.
i. Students act out scenes of "Hamlet".
J. Test over "Hamlet".
k. Unit test.

F. Seventeenth Century Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the culture of 17th century England.

b. To study the essay form.
c. To study allegory.

2. Procedures
a. Cluss discussion.
bi Discuss model of Milton's cosmology.
c. Write modern allegory.
d. Written diary.
e. Supplement Dryden with other poetry.

G. Eiohteenth Century Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the culture of the 18th century.

bi To study the essay form.
c. To study satire.
d. To study the development of drama.
e. To understand the transition between Neo-Classicism and

Romanticism.
2. Procedures

a. Class discussions.
b. Report on the rest of Gulliver's Travels by a student.

c. Picture display of the 18th century English coffee house.

d. 'recording of Burns poems read by a Scotsman.
c. Dramatization of "She Stoops to Conquer:' by students.

f. Theme comparing "The Lamb" with "The Tiler".

H. The Age of lemanticism Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study Romanticism.
bi To study poetry.
c. To study the personal essay.

2. Procedures
a. Class discussions.
bi Recording of William Wordsworth's poetry.
c. Theme-personal essay.
d. Theme comparinc "To a 'Skylark" and "To a Nightingale".

e. Unit test.



I. Victorian Age Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study the culture of Victorian England.
b. To study en.-. .:.!velopment of history.

c. To understand the transition from Romanticism to Realism.

d. To study the early short stories.
2. Procedures

a. Class discussion.
hi Theme comparing Macaulay and Carlyle.
c. Student report on "The Barrette of Himpole Street".

d. Supplement of Rudyard Kipling's poems.
e. Student report on one of Hardy's novels.
f. Theme on transition from Romanticism to Realism.
g. Student report on Queen Victoria.

J. Modern Poetry Unit
1. Objectives

a. To study Realism in poetry.
b. To study the poetry form.
c. To appreciate Twentieth Century English culture.

2. Procedures
a. Class discussion.
b. Recording of Dylan Thomas reading his own poetry.
c. Recording of Eliot's poetry.
d. Theme analysing one of Eliot's poems.
e. Group discussion over one of the poems.
f. Unit test.

Time will not permit using all of the selections listed for this course

of study. The teacher must use his own discernment to choose selections

which he feels will be most meaningful to his individual class. Repre-

sentative selections from each time period must be included, however.
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GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
TUE NOVEL

I. Objectives
A. To read the novels as assigned.
B. To identify the facts of the novels.
C. To identify the structure of the novel.
D. To recognize point of view.
E. To memorize terminology used to discuss novels.
F. To recognize conflict and identify the nature of the conflict.
G. To identify with characters and situations in the novels.
H. To relate the novel and the author to the setting.

II. Materials used
A. Silas /Lamer - Found in old copies of Exploring Life Through

Literature
B. Four American Novels

1. The Scarlet Letter
2. May Dick
3. The Red Badge of Courage
4. The Bridge of San Luis Rey

C. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
D. Four Complete Novels of Drama and Suspense
E. Other novels chosen by the class and teacher.

III. Research paper



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS RESEARCH PROJECT

Choose a topic on which you would like to do research. It should

be a topic on which you 1411 he able to find various literary works by
different authors.

A few suggestions are:

War Youth
Womanhood Old Ace
Disillusionment Drugs
Religion Pollution
Superstition
Fate

Show specifically how the different authors deal with the topic.
Remember no two authors write about an idea exactly the same way.
Consider how each author uses:

Abstract and concrete terms
Atmosphere and setting
Characterization
Comparison and contrast
Conflict
Description
Figurative language
Foreshadowing
Imagery
Local color
Realism
Idealism
Romanticism
Satire, irony
Suspense
Stream on consciousness
Style
Point of view
Theme

A bibliography must accompany your paper, so keep track of all the
references that you use.

Use as many different books and short stories as possible.



A STUDENT'S GUM TO THE STUDY OF THE NOVEL

I. Types of Novels
Some of the major types of novels:
A. Detective: a novel in which a crime is solved by a sleuth using

logic and interpretation. The Gordons, FBI STORY; Agatha Christie,

MRS. McGINTY'S DEAD
B. Psychological: a novel iu which the emphasis centers on charlacter-

ization of internal actions and motivations that develop the external

actions. Herman Melville, NOBY DICK; Daphne du Maurier, REBECCA.

C. Sociological: a novel in which the main point of interest is the

effect of society on an individual and his actions. W. L. White,

LOST BOUNDARIES; Theodore Dreiser, AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY.
D. Propaganda: a novel in which the author presents a special problem

and advocates a specific answer. Erich Maria Remarque, ALL QUIET ON

THE WESTERN FRONT.
E. Historical: a novel in which a person, event, or spirit of a past

age is the main concern. Anthony Hope, THE PRISONER OF ZENDA; Leo

Tolstoy, WAR AND PEACE.
F. Novel of manners: a novel in which social customs of a class or

age are dominant. Thornton Wilder, THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY.

G. Novel of character: a novel in which character is the essential

part of the plot. Joseph Conrad, HEART OF DARKNESS and THE SECRET

SHARER.
H. Novel of incident: a novel in which action and more or less unrelated

incidents predominate. Giovanni Guareschi, THE LITTLE WORLD OF DON

CAMILLO; Don Robertson, THE GREATEST THING SINCE SLICED BREAD.

I. Novel of the soil: a novel in which people struggle for existence

in remote rural sections. Fred Gipson, OLD YELLER.

J. Regional: a novel dealing almost entirely with a certain region and

its characteristics. Jack Schaefer, SHANE.

K. Picaresque: a novel in hich a rogue is presented as being engaged

in mental tasks and making his livinp by shady or illegal dealings.

Dave Van Arnam and Ron Archer, LOST IN SPACE.
L. Gothic, a novel in which magic, mystery, and chivalry dominate.

Mary Shelley, FRANKENSTEIN.
M. Apprenticeship: a novel in which the struggle for growth and maturity

of a young man or woman is dominant. D. R. Sherman, OLD MALI AND THE

B3Y.

N. Problem. a novel in which the chief interest stems from working out

a central problem. L. R. Shotwell, ROOSEVELT GRADY.

II. Analyzing a novel
The elements that may be examined are almost infinite in number. Students,

however, should be familiar with these major aspects.

A. Theme: The basic idea or general truth the author is trying to present;

the statement he makes about a topic. If the novel, for example, is

about love (topic), what does the author say about it (statement):

Love is cruel, Love is kind, Love is the source of all sorrows, etc.

B. Philosophy: The beliefs expressed by the author through his characters

and commentary. Does any specific character speak for the author?
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C. Characters! The pqrsoms who act and are acted upn in a novel.
The characters serve to carry the author's theme. In considering

characters, the reader must note (1) each character's own actions,
(2) the dialogue between the character under analysis and others,
(3) that the author says directly about a character, and (4) what
others say about the character under analysis.

D. Structure: The way the author selects and arranges the details of
his story.

E. Time: The arbitrary division of existence in a novel. The most

common varieties of time in literature are (1) chronological, in

which all things follow in their natural sequence; (2) flashback,
in which the author leaves the present time through recollection
of a character, dream of a character, or direction narration to tell
of an incident that happened at an earlier time; and (3) overlapping,
in which the author progresses to a certain point with one character
or group, then switches to another character or group and brings
them to the same point.

F. Style: The author's technique of writing. Consideration should be

given to his sentence length and syntax (how he puts words and
phrases together to make sentences); his punctuation or lack of it;
his diction (word choices) and vocabulary; his use of symbols, meta-
phor and simile constructions, and other forms of figurative language;
and his use of idiom, slang, and vernacular speech.

G. Point of view: The way in which the author views the story; who
tells it. The most widely used points of view are (1) omniscient
(all-knowing), in which the author knows and portrays the thoughts
and actions of all the characters - he's always aware of what will
happen at every point of the story; (2) first person, in which the
story is told from the limited knowledge of the narrator - all thoughts
and actions are seen through his eyes; (3) partial omniscient, in
which the author limits his awareness of thoughts and actions to one
character; and (4) objective, in which the author sees and records
without expressing an opinion or comment.

H. Plot: The situation or story itself; what is happening between the
characters.

I. Conflict: The struggle that grows out of the interplay between two
opposed forces, for example, the hero and the villain. Often the
conflict is internal; two elements in the character of one man struggle
for mastery - a sense of responsibility v. a wish for independence.
External conflict occurs when a character struggles against another
character or against an element outside himself, such as nature.
Frequently, of course, an author combines both types of conflict in
a novel.

J. Setting: The location of the story; the physical, spiritual, super-
natural, or extraterrestrial background. Setting is determined by
the physical (either real or imaginary) site, the time period, and
the general environment of the story (lower class, high society,
religious, etc.).

K. Tone: The author's attitude toward the subject and audience is implied
in his novel. Is he mocking? cynical? humorous? angry? etc.
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L. Symtols. The devices that stand fox themselves and, at the same
time, for something deeper and more meaningful. Does the author

use a central symbol in his work? a series of symbols? What does

he intend then to nenn?
M. Title. What is the si=nificance of the title? How is it related

to the novel? Does it have meaning in terms of the novel's theme
or setting?

/II. Writin,L a report on a novel
In their papers students are usually expected to respond to these areas.
A. Form. Record the title (exactly as given on the title page of the novel),
the author, the date of publication and publisher (especially if there are
several editions or revisions such as occur with the classics), and the
number of pages. Comment on the relationship between the title and con-
tent of the novel. As models for your report, read the book reviews in
The Saturday Review, Time, The New York Times Book Review, and other
newspapers and magazines that review books. Notice carefully how much

space is given to the summary. What other information is included?
B. Plot, theme, purpose. In a short paragraph state the author's purpose,
theme, or idea. Write a brief summary of the plot; a summary alone is
not a book report.
C. Characters. Who are the main characters? Are they historical or
fictional? Make an analysis of a significant character. Is he admirable,

detestable, humorous, tragic, etc.?
D. Setting. How does the setting relate to the story? How does the

setting contribute to your understanding of the story? Is it historical,

fantastic, realistic, or exotic?
E. Appreciation. Is the book worth readily"? Rereading? Why? Does it
appeal to your emotions, imagination, intelligence? Do you gain new in-
sights and understandings of the world and people?
F. Style. Comment on the author's use of language and syntax. How do

his techniques increase your enjoyment of the novel? Illustrate by citing

specific devices he uses.
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GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
SHORT STORY

I. Objectives
A. To teach techniques used by short story miters

1. Conflict
2. Characterization
3. Single effect
4. Realistic detail
5. Point of view
6. Imarery
7. Science fiction
8. Science fantasy
9. Detective elements

B. To develop reading skills
1. Context clues
2. Etymology
3. Connotation and denotation
4. Derivatives
5. Appropriate language
6. Allusions

C. To develop writing skills
1. Description of single character
2. Description of scene
3. Using abstract words
4. Narration based on episode in student's life

II. Materials used:
A. A Book of Short Stories II, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich
B. How to heads Short Story by MIllett Ginn & Co.

*C. Short Story Masterpieces (paperbacks purchased by students)
D. Additional stories chosen by teacher and students

III. Activities for short story course
A. Read and discuss the stories found in the textbooks listed.
B. Learn literary terms which are used in the stories.
C. Vocabulary development using the language in the stories.
D. Composition

1. Write a character sketch in which the sort of person he is may
be understood from his appearance, his actions, his language.

2. Write a settino, in which a definite mood is developed.
3. Sketch some plot action to show one definite type of conflict

(man vs. himself, man vs. man, man vs. his environment).
4. Write original short stories as a final project.

E. Research project

* 75 Wasterpleces by Goodman
Bantam Books, Inc.



BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE SHOI1T STORY

Title 3f story:

Author:

Main chnracters:

Conflict:

Characterization:

'lot:

Point of view:

ForAshadowing:

SAtting:

Mood:

Theme

Climax:

Denouement:

Other facts or comments:



GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
WRITERS' WORKSHOP

I. The writing workshop - what is it?
A practical and practicable approach to writing, that is,

learning to write by writing. This approach allows the student
more time to read and write authentically and a greater responsi-
bility for teaching himself, for discovering his own questions and
his own answers, for acquiring an intellectual discipline. Students
write rough drafts, revise, compare, critically evaluate, rewrite,
and polish. They examine their own work. Will the lead grab.a
reader's attention? Is it structurally sound? Does it say some-
thing? Are the transitions smooth? Do the sentences flow? Are
there correct sentences and paragraphs? Are the verbs strong?
Too many adjectives? Awkward phrasing? Voice? Clarity? Speci-
ficity? In the writing workshop the students first produce language,
then they hone it

II. Use selected lessons fromWritin* Unit Lessons in Composition. and
Harcourt Brace & JOvanovich's Writing Journals. Weeds of individual
class will determine the specific lessons used.)

III. Specific Assignments and Emphasis Areas
A. A daily journal will be kept for this class. Each student will

write for the first ten minutes of class each day. The journals
will remain in the classroom in the student's file.

B. Personal Experiences
1. Letters

a. Of inquiry and request
b; Applying for admission to collet.,
c. Seeking employment

2. Essays
a. Serious informal
b. Humorous informal

3. A personal experience described 3 ways:
a. Sympathetically
124 Antagonistically
c. Objectively

4. Self analysis
a. Autobiographical sketch
b. Recollection of a wise or unwise decision giving reasons

for that decision and the effect of that decision on self
and others

5. Editorial writing
6. Defend a personal view convincingly
7. Personification theme - write in first person point of view
8. Exposition

a. Directions for writing a good paragraph
b. Causes of success and failure
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C. Language Study
1. Write short, very concrete definitions of well known objects.

2. Write a "seven-carat diamond", a mragraph consisting of

seven sentences as follows: a single, a compound, a complex,

a com,ound- complex, a complex, a compound and a simple

sentence in that order.
D. Analysis and Communication of Ideas

1. Use quotations as stimulation for thought and creative

writing. (Use book Best Quotations)
2. Develop satisfactory syllogiom

(example:
Only creative original work is pleasure.
Menial tasks are not original or creative.
Therefore menial tasks are not pleasurable.)

3. Reflect on the value of tradition and the significance of

change.
E. Literature

1. Choose a short story which you feel ended inappropriately.

Write an original ending or sequel.
2. Read "The Devil and Daniel Webster".

Rewrite the story from the devil's point of view.
3. Paraphrase Shakespeare - rewrite a scene in contemporary

idiom. (Use Taming of the Shrew.)
4. Choose and read a short story. Then analyze the ways in

which circumstances and environment influenced the characters.

Give specific examples.
5. Character sketch.

Choose a short story, read it carefully, and write a person-

ality sketch of the main character.
6. Precis -- Use a poem such as "The Highwayman".

7. Satire - Read portion of The Spectator. Write brief essays

gently satirizing phases of school Ufa.
8. Parody - Read a well known parody. Then write an original

one.
9. Choose a novel previously read. Write a composition showing

the development of a character through the book, including

his speech patterns, his symbolic importance in the work,

and his reaction to what happens to Masud changes him.

10. Hook review - Analyze the aim of the author (to instruct,
persuade, entertain) and the author's success or failure in

achieving his aim.
11. Choose a specific short story and discuss its basic elements.

12. Epigrams - Read those by Franklin, Emerson or Ogden Nash,

then write original ones.
13. Read two biographical short stories. Then show comparison

and contrast in methods and style used by authors.
14. Show contrast of the values in two different stories (by

different authors).
15. Show comparison of handling of theme, character and conflict

in two different stories.
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16. Read "The Lottery" and "Charles" (by Shirley Jackson).
Compare the diction and tone in these two stories by the
same author.

17. Explain crisis, conflict, universality, motivation of
action, foreshadowing, irony, illustrated by specific examples
"cm stories.

18. "By the Waters of Babylon": explain the selection including
such key words as courage, truth, knowledge and happiness.

19. Evaluate a piece of literature by this criteria:
a. Clarity of structure
bi Probability of action
c. Appropriateness of diction
d. Internal consistency
e. Depth of insight
f. Harmony of form with content

F. Research paper
1. Review the fundamentals of research paper.
2. Use worksheet - Review unit from NCTE

(no actual paper is written in workshop).



Writer's Workshop Guidelines

These guidelines should be followed in teaching Writer's Workshop:

1. Students should be permitted latitude in choice of topics.
2. Teacher should be more definite in making assignments and

explanations.
3. Teacher should clarify which skills will be given most consider-

ation in this "writing assignment".
4. Students should have complete understanding of the teacher's

method of grading papers. For instance, some teachers give a

grade for content and a grade for mechanics on each paper.
S. Students should be given a chance to discuss ways of improving

their writing - this discussion may involve student and teacher,

student and class, or student groups in classes.
6. Students should be given the opportunity "to do something with

their papers" - this "doing something" might mean posting themes

on the bulletin board, reading the themes before the class or

other groups, submitting the themes for possible publication, or
keeping them in folders or scrapbooks.

7. Students should be guided to understand that writing is an important
skill in communicating thoughts or ideas, and that to avoid dis-

tortion of meaning the student must write correctly.
8. Students should be led ro see that a first writing is only embry-

onic and that revision is an absolute necessity for good writing.

9. Students should be encouraged to make use of their abilities to

discover and correct errors in a developmental program geared
toward better writing.

Teaching of theme writing might follow six very definite steps for

the best performance on the part of the student:

1. Atmosphere. The proper atmosphere for writing can be provided

through activities such as:
(a) Showing pictures
(b) Reading independently
(c) Reading other students' themes
(d) Reading student's own themes
(e) Reading classic examples from literature
(f) Reading examples from newspapers
(g) Reading examples from magazines
(h) Observing or making bulletin boards
(i) Listening to recorded music

2. Discussion. After the proper atmosphere has been established,
students should be guided carefully into seeing what is expected

from them in any particular piece of writing. This step in

writing can be termed the discussion period. Such questions as

these might be answered at this time:
(a) Are we going to receive two grades - one grade for content

and one for mechanics?
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(b) Are we going to receive a grade on the first writing or

the revised product?
(c) What is the main skill to be developed in this theme?

3. Writing. The student should by now be ready to begin his first

written draft. A student should feel free to let his ideas flow,

knowing full well that making the paper mechanically correct can
be a part of the revision. It is essential that nothing be done
to curb creativity of thought and writing.

4. Revision. The next step in writing, revision, is most important.
The student should understand that the grade he receives is deter-
mined by the finished product. The ultimate goal of revision is

that every student be able to correct his own paper independently.
However, before this goal is acIfeved many techniques may be em-
ployed by the teacher to help in this particular step:
(a) Papers are read aloud in small groups of students and revis-

ions made
(b) Papers are exchanged and corrections made
(c) Teacher "red pencils" the papers in the margins

5. Evaluation. If students and teachers have followed the first four
steps, evaluation of the paper is merely the process of recording
the grade. This grade is thoroughly understood and in part decided
upon by the student prior to the time of recording. One big ad-
vantage in following the proper steps in theme writing is that the

student learns to know a good, fair, and poor theme and to recog-
nize his own strengths and weaknesses.

6. Enrichment. This sixth step in theme writing is often neglected
and yet to the student it is perhaps the most important one. The

question is, "Whet is going to be done with my paper?" There are
many ways to use the papers:
(a) Themes are put in folders and other classes are invited to

read them
(b) Themes are used for bulletin board displays
(c) Best themes are used for contests
(d) The English department sponsors a literary paper, magazine

or newspaper.
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ouns:Irr.s FOR JOURNAL wanzu
(Writers' Workshop)

JulhAAL DO'S aND DON'TS

JOURNAL DO'S

Do set a creative, stimulating classroom environment.

Literally stuff the room with posters, enlarged poems (concrete

and typo types too), mobiles, quips, quotes, cartoons, and do

display students' contributions. This extra effort will be

reflected in journal entries.

Do establish an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. It

helps to "do" a journal along with students. Share it with

them--not as a peer but as one also involved in the learning

process.

Do motivate journal writings by sensitizing students.

Play varieties of music during free writing sessions. Have

students provide stimuli periodically. Show films. Allow

students to write outside the class period. Things are often

perceived differently then. Bring in sound effects records,

burn incense, spray perfume, etc. Awareness livens writing.

Do connect journals with the relevant. Set aside time for

the exchange of magazine and newspaper articles and pictures,

or for the composition of TV commercials of the future. This

involves research (e.g. Future Shook) and the review of

propaganda techniques.
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Do prelininary wor4 on constructive criticism. Use the

overhead and perhaps one of your own journal entries.

Lessons on the analytical process are important aspects of

good writing as well as aids for future group critique

sessions.

Do foster intellectual growth. Have students collect and

use paradoxes they find around them. Run cassettes during

discussions. Make metaphors. Bring in objects; tactility is

the key here, and invite students to change these objects

into metaphorical equivalents.

Do make specific journal entry assignments but also

encourage extra entries.

Do enclose things in the students' journals. You may run

across an article or item of interest to the student.

Enclose it.

JOURNAL DON'TS

Don't neglect language power. Heighten constructive thinking

and writing by reacting and interacting to the substance of

the journal entries. Find a phrase or sentence that rings,

underline it, comment on it,

Don't forget that it is important to maintain a measure of

trust betwt n you and the student.
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Don't bypass the mechanics of writing, but avoid

producing anxiety over grammar, usage, spelling, punctuation

and capitalization.

Don't act as the sole evaluator. Encourage (but don't

force) each student to share bits and 1-arts of his journal

with others in the class.

Don't ever reveal a journal entry to anyone without the

author's permission.

Don't limit journal entries to specific genre. Students'

imagination should be the only limit.

Don't fail to individualize your written remarks.

Don't be negative, didactic or moralistic in your journal

commentary. Remember, students read and re-read what you

have written, so write with patience, understanding and

love.

Don't grade the journal except in terms of completeness,

effort, growth and creativity.

Don't inhibit emotional growth. The journal, because of

its permanent quality, enables the student to trace his own

progress. Undergird, don't undermine this process. Make

student self-actualization your goal. Tuck that aim away in

your brain and remember it when commenting.
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WRITING ABOUT LITERATURE

(lritersy Workshop)

In writing a short story, an author creates a setting

and an atmosphere that help to produce the effect he wishes.

In other words, the place where something happens, the

background, is important to the story. Choose four short

stories and show by definite references how the author in

each case created the desired setting and atmosphere and

made it important to the story. Give titles and authors.

The plot is completely unimportant except as it is aided

by the background. The main discussion must be about the

place where the action took place and how the author made

it a factor in the development. Avoid wordiness, triteness,

and DONIT RAMBLE.
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WRiTING ABOUT LITERATURE

(Writers' Workshop)

"The great writers of the past excel even the best writers of

our own time in their treatment of such problems as the role

of undeserved suffering in human experience; the relationship

between power and moral responsibility; the conflict between

the individuality and conformity; man's search for the truth

about himself."

Write a carefully planned composition in which you defend your

agreement or disagreement With the above statement by dis-

cussing two single works: one by "a great writer of the past"

(pre-twentieth century) and the other by one of "the best

writers of our own time." Limit yourself to the two writers'

handling of only one of the problems mentioned in the above

state meet.

S
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WRITING ABUDT L1TNRAT6g4

(Writers Workshop)

When an author shows an important character making a mistake,

doing the wrong thing, his purpose may be (1) to make you

laugh at the character, (2) to make you sympathize with the

character, (3) to make you feel anger or dislike for the

character, or (1) to make you change or modify your

previous idea of the character.

From your reading of novels, short stories, plays, and

biographies, choose two works in each of which an important

character makes a mistake. Select works which illustrate

two different purposes of the four stated above.

Write two compositions in which you

1. describe a character's mistake or wrong action

2. tell what purpose the author had in mind, and

3. justify fully and specifically your choice of the

author's purpose.
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WRITING ABOUT LITERATURI1

(Writers' Workshop)

"I believe in aristocracy...not the aristocracy of power,

based upon rank and influence, but an aristocracy of the sensitive,

the considerate and the plucky (brave)."

Prom your reading select a character who in some ways

seems fitted for membership in this kind of aristocracy.

In a carefully planned compositioh show the extent to which

this description does and does not apply to the character

you have chosen. Be certain to identify the character, the

work, and the author.

4
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WelTIAG ABOUT LITLRATURE

(Writers Workshop)

A theme which writers have examined for centuries is the

achievement of self-knowledge (a. person's recognition of

his own strengths and weaknesses, values and prejudices,

aspirations and fears). Inevitably this self-knowledge

is achieved only after the person has undergone an ordeal which

has forced him to re-examine his own values and those of the

world about him.

Write an essay in which you show how an author has dealt

with this theme in a major work. (novel, drama, etc.)

Idi;ntify the work and the character you are writing about

trIcl be specific and thorough in your examination of the

way .hc. writer has developed this theme. You may need to

refer to the action and setting, or to symbolic elements of

the work, but you should concentrate on the changes in attitude

which the character undergoes. Show that you understand

the nature of his new self-knowledge.
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GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE

HASS MEDIA

I. Description of course
This is a one-semester survey course centered on the study of

mass media: newspaper, television, radio, movies, magazines, and

telephone.

II. Objectives of course
A. To guide and assist the student to be a discriminating consumer

of mass media.
B. To trace the history and background of the various media.

C. To give the student opportunity to make practical application of

mass media.
D. To recognize possible career opportunities in mass media.

E. To learn terms of mass media.
F. To research various aspects of mass media.

G. To visit various mass media centers in the area.

B. To consult with guest speakers from the field of mass media.

III. Materials used
A. The Des Moines Register with How To Read Your Ne.....imaitt,

B. Various magazines and resource materials from the library

C. Films, filmstrips, records
D. Selected lessons from Exploring Television work text

IV. Specific emphasis
A. The newspaper

1. Research in
2. News story,
3. Cartoons
4. Sports and columns
5. Advertising
6. Guest speaker on newspaper
7. Field trip to newspaper office

S. Newspaper layout
9. Use materials and filmstrips available from Des Moines Register.

B. Television
1. Research
2. Surveys regarding television
3. Guest speaker on television

4. Visit a T.V. studio
5. "Produce" original T.V. program

C. The telephone
1. Visit telephone office
2. Movies "Telestar", "The Town and the Telephone" and "Tools

of Telephony"
D. Magazines

1. Research regarding magazines

2. Survey regarding magazines
3. Magazine layout
4. Write magazine article

areas:

newspaper area
headlines, yellow journalism
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E. Photography
1. Use a simple camera (Snapshooter kit)

2. Write "essay" story using only pictures, no words

F. Film Strips and Slides
1. Use clear acetate sheets and frames for slides

2. Strip outdated film strips and make original ones.

G. The radio
1. Surveys and research into radio
2. Visit radio station
3. Guest speaker regarding radio
4. Mock radio

H. Movies
1. Ratings, censorship
2. Movie reviews
3. Groups choose, preview and show movies to class. (These

need to be ordered in advance!)
I. Video-tape

1. All mass media students must learn to efficiently operate

the VTR since they are responsible to run it for any teacher

requesting the service. (A schedule showing each student's

available free time must be made and distributed.)

2. Groups produce original presentation and video tape it for

class evaluation.

a
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MASS MEDIA PROJECTS

I. Newspaper - - (Each Monday the entire class period is devoted to
alalyzing Des Moines Sunder Register.)

A. Straight newsstories
B. Feature article leads based on straight news stories
C. Feature articles
D. Running story
E. Editorials

F. Sports articles
G. Comparative analysis - Using a specific new story show how

different slants are used.

II.Magazines
A. Comparative analysis --compare and analyze three similar magazines
B. Comparative price analysis --compare prices of identical item in

5 different catalogs

III.Photography
A. Make simple "Snapshooter" cameras from kits
B. Write "essay" story - pictures must tell the story; no words

allowed.

IV.Slides

A. Using clear acetate sheets and slide frames make original slides.
B. Each student should have a sequential presentation of at least

6 slides.

C. Use different materials and techniques.

V.Filmstrips

A. Using clear acetate sheets mark off frames and make original
filmstrips.

B. Each student should have a sequential presentation of at least
15 frames.

VI.Radio
A. One-minute commercials
B. Fifteen minute radio program
C. Compare two radio stations

VII.Televison
A. Recori original T.V. commercials on video tape recorder.
B. Write script for 15 min. T.V. show. Tape on VTR.

A. Operate movie projector
B. Use VTR
C. Splice movie film



IX. Complete Ad Campaign
You have been hired to plan a complete ad campaign for a
particular company. Your campaign should be directed to all
possible areas of mass media --radio, T.V., magazines, newspaper.
BEGIN EARLY to find materials to help you with this project.

X. Independent Projects - Each student may choose what he wants to
do for an individualized project.
(These are just a few ideas)
You are a magazine feature writer and have been asked to write
a monthly column for a specific national magazine. The editor
wants to see a series of columns that you would write.

Every newspaper depends on the morgue to provide short "filler"
items. Collect a potpourri of facts which might be chosen for
filler in a daily newspaper.

Research how a specific TV program is made.

Write several episodes for a mock-serious soap opera, complete
with unwanted children, tangled romances, festering marriages,
leavetakinge and reunions.

Choose a currently popular soap opera and trace what has taken
place on the program through the years that it has been on the
air. Trace the romances, marriages, personal crises, etc.

Make your own film strips from sheets of acetate. Use magic
markers or scratch with stylus.

Draw a movie. Strip 100 feat of used acetate film. Using
magic markers, draw your own movie.

Shoot your own movie, using either movie camera or VTR.

Make your own slides. Draw on pieces of plastic or insert
various materials such as hair, tiny leaves, salt, etc.
between two layers.

Use the listening center, planning different units utilizing
the various channels (tape record from booth, tape record
from record, etc.)

Photography - Use your camera and shoot pictures showing
various camera techniques.



ANALYZING MASS MEDIA

Phase I: Roles of Mass Media in Our Society

Disseminate News and Information
a. What is "news"? Who decides? On what basis? Why?
b. How is our news "translated" by the mass media?
c. Who does the "transmitting" of these news and views?
d. How is our news "translated" by the mass media?

Analyzing the News
a. What is "analysis" of the news?
b. Is analysis necessary? Why or why not? Who decides?
c. Who analyzes the news? What are their qualifications?
d. How is the news analyzed? How can we evaluate analyses?

Commenting Upon the News
a. How does "commenting" differ from "news" and "analysis"?
b4 Of what value are commentaries?
c. By what merits can we judge commentaries?

Advertising
a. Why is advertising so vital to advertisers and mass media?
b. What is the influence - good and bad - of advertising in

our society?
c. What are the potentials of advertising? The pitfalls?
d. What are some "by-products" of advertising?

Entertainment
a. Who does mass media entertain?
b. Of what importance is entertainment in mass media?

Phase II: Comparison of Mass Media

Appeal
a. To whom - specific vs. general audiences, and for what purposes?
b. In what manner? Covers, headlines, pictures, tone of voice.

Extent of Coverage
a. Are quality and quantity of news coverage compatible?
b. Which is best, survey or depth reporting? And under what

circumstances?

Timeliness
a. How soon should news be released? Haw often? At what times?
b. Can repeated presentations of the same news be justified?

Permanence
a. Is yesterday's news really obsolete with each new dawn?
b.: Is the daily record worth preserving? Why or why. not?



Proximity

a. Of what significance is "local" news?

b. How, much "foreign" news can we mentally digest?

Clarity
a. Are clarity and brevity compatible characteristics in news

stories?
bi Can the essence of the news be presented in 750 words or

180 seconds?

Power to Stimulate
a. Are stimulation and sensationalism synonymous?

I); Is sensationalism primarily in the beholder's mind?

c. Can stimulation eventually frustrate and/or stupify?

Phase III: Comparing Mass Media -- Form and Substance

Printed Media
a. Books

1. Do paperbacks really differ from hard-bound volumes?

2. Contemporary books vs. the "classics": Need for both?

bi Newspapers
1. Local, regional, national dailies and/or weeklies: How

do they differ?
2. Is one newspaper sufficient in a home, community or

region?
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of newspaper

competition?

c. Magazines
I. Are magexiues and newspapers fundamentally different?

2. What are the roles of magazines compared to newspapers?

3. Compare and contrast local, regional and national

magazines.

Audio-Visual Media
a. Radio

1. Who is the "market" for radio programs -- locally and

naticnally?
2. What can or should radio stations emphasize?

3. How can radio stations provide a balanced program?

b. Motion Pictures
1. Have movies really changed much over the years?
2. Can great books also be great movies?
3. Are documentary films as persuasive as commercial

productions?

c. Television
1. By what criteria can we adequately judge the merits of TV?

2. How can TV hest appeal to the wide variances in its
audio:? es?

3. Of what value is educational TV?
4. What are ETV's major handicaps?
S. Is commercial TV educational?



GRADES 11 - 12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
INDIVIDUALIZED READING

A semester elective for juniors and seniors designed especially for
students who lack basic reading skills essential for academic success.
Because it is remedial, class membership is limited to fifteen students.
I. General objectives;
'. A. To guide and assist each individual student in improving his basic

reading skills.
B. To allow him sufficient time (no matter how long) to read different

selections.
C. To help him gain insights through reading Into life, no matter how

limited.
D. To help him write down impressions and/or insights gained from

reading.
E. To help him ENJOY RLADING:

II. Basic textbooks that may be used:
(the books used will be determined by the needs of the individuals

in the class. Each individual must be treated as an individual, not as

in competition with others. Any material that will motivate him to

read better should be utilized.)
A. Optimum Reading; Achievement Books I and II

B. Tactics in Reading, Books I and II
C. Design for Good ,___din, Levels I and II

D. Scope Magazine
E. You and :Your World (newspaper)
P. Paperbacks chosen by individual student

III. Use of listening center.
A. Read aloud in groups using headphones
B. Tape and replay individual reading assignments through use of

headphones.
C. Listen to pre-recorded tapes and records.

IV. Spacific attainments for this course:
A. Skim for surface details.
B. Seek contextual and word-form clues to determine meaning.

C. Relate plot, setting, characters and language to author's -urpose.

D: Recogt.tze elements of style and author's point of view.

E. Aware of different levels of meanings.
F. Evaluate choice of language.
G. Correlate what is read with own frame of reference.

R. Develop s functional vocabulary in subject matter areas.

I.. Adjust reading rate to fit purpose ofr reading.

J. Improve speed and comprehension.
V. Basis of Evaluation

A. The quality of student-teacher book conferences.

B. The content of the resume (written work) and personal vocabulary

list.
C. The quality and quantity of books read.

D. Contribution to general book discussions.
E. The PROGRESS made in reading and discussing reading.

F. Class attitude.
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OUTLINE FOR SEMESTER

1. Student completes a questionnaire to give some indication of his
current reading habits and reading level.

2. During the first two weeks, the teacher will have a conference
with each ,.tudent to assist him in formulating a reading plan
for the semester.

3. While reading, a student will compile for each book, a list of
at least five new vccabulary words. He will record the title
of the book where the words are found, copy the sentences the
words ere used in, underline the word, and record the dictionary
definition of that word in its context. He will then use each
word is an original sentence of his own. These vocabulary words
are to be recorded on a separate sheet from the later resume.
Extra credit may be received for ten or more words for a book.

4. After he completes a book, the student writes a resume of the
book. The written entry serves two purposes: (1) to strengthen

the oral discussion in the conference; (2) to provide a means
of evaluating the student on those books over which he does not
have a conference.

S. The student will sign up three to five days in advance to discuss
a book in an individual teacher-student conference. It is doubtful

that all books the students read will be discussed in a conference.

6. A student must bring completed resume and vocabulary list to the
conference.

7. The student will keep a record of his reading on his specific
card in the index file.

8. A student may choose one or more of the following optional activities
for extra credit:

(a) Interpret in some art form a book he particularly enjoyed.
(b) Form panel discussions with other students based on some

common element in the reading.
(c) Complete a reading or writing project as an outgrowth of a

particular interest.

9. The student will occasionally participate in general book discussions.



DIRECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED REDDIC

I. Choosing and reading a book
A. Select a book which interests you.
B. Your teacher and librarian will be glad to assist you.
C. During the first day or two you will make a tentative reading

list for the semester.
U. Developing a Reading Record which includes a vocabulary list and a

file of resume of book and record of book reading.
A. Fill in the reading card for each book started and completed.
B. Complete a (1) resume of reading, (2) vocabulary list, and

(3) mark the book completed on the index card.
C. The resume will be based on one of the topics for discussion

which follows this page. This entry forms the basis of your
anderence. As you write your paper, support your ideas with
examples from your book. Supply direct quotations and page
references to back up your mowers. Papers should be in ink
and neatly done.

D. Indicate the book title (underlined) and topic at the beginning
of each resume.

E. Vocabulary - Make a list of at least five new vocabulary words
for each book you read. These will be listed on a separate

sheet. Copy the sentence the word appears in, underline the
word, and record the dictionary definition of that word that
fits its use in this context. Then use each word in an original

sentence. Extra credit may be received for ten or more words
per book.

III. Conferen,..1
A. You will have a ten-minute conference with your teacher on many

of the books you read. Bring your vocabulary and book resume

with you to the conference.
B. Brine the book with you if you can. You may wish to refet to some

passage of the book which particularly impressed you.
C. Lou may discuss any aspect of the book you wish. Do some

think] nr before you come to the conference. During the conference

you should plan to take the initiative in discussing your reading.

D. It is extremely important that you be prepared on the day which

you schedule a conference. Changes will rarely be permitted.
E. Schedule a conference three to five days in advance an the

Conference Schedule sheet which will be available in Room 11
at all times.

IV. General book discussions
A. Occasionally, general large_group book discussions will be held.
B. Your participation will make this an interesting, profitable time

for all class members.
V. Basis of evaluation

A. The quality of student- teaches book conferences.
B. The content of the reader's resume and personal vocabulary lists.

C. The quality and quantity of books read.
D. Contribution to general book discussions.
E. The prowess made in reading and discusslna reading.

P. Class attitude.



TOPICS FOR RESUME AND CONFERENCES

Choose any one of the following eleven topics. Discuss all parts of the

topic. 2Lxrsz___....._..zEs._._.__acesrobaelcuuranersSuldireecquozatioesa/sw.
This is important.

I. Characters
A. Which is the most interesting character? Discuss that character

keeping the following questions in mind:
1. What is his chief ambition?
2. Does he change? If he changes, what brings about the change?

3. Describe the influence he has on the lives of others.
4. What is the character's philosophy of life -- his beliefs

about man, the world, and hum= destiny?
II. Setting

A. What is the mood or atmosphere -- tense, gloomy, carefree, etc.?

Give examples.
'B. What incidents in the story could have happened only in this

particular setting; what could have happened at any time or

place?
C. How does the author describe the environment? In detail or

only by suggestion? Give examples.

D. How does the environment affect the characters? Do different

characters react differently to the same environment? If so, how?

E. Does the environment change? If so, what is the cause of the

change?
III. Plot

A. What conflicts constitute the main action of the story?

B. List five or six steps of the main plot.
C. If there are subplots, what do they concern?
D. What part of the story constitutes the climax? (Does it involve

physical combat or is it more of an internal crisis?)

E. Is the plot open or closed? (If the plot is open, how do you

see the problem as being solved?)

IV. Theme - This is what the author has to say about life. It may or

may not be directly stated by the author.

A. What do you see as the theme of this story? (Copy any lines

which seem to state the theme or lead you to understand it.)

B. What other books have you read on this theme or what might

you read?
V. Application to your life

A. Does the book help you to understand better your own personality,

the character of others, or the nature of the world? Explain.

B. Does the book conflict with your set of values because it

presents values and sympathies different from your own? Explain.

C. (Answer if this applies to your 5ook.)
Characters in many realistic vorks use vulf;ar, obscene language,

and scenes in many boot's describe immorality. Are such scenes

used with artistic purpose for realistic characterization or is

the author deliberately attempting to attract readers who are unable

to discriminate between the realistic and the sensational? Do you

believe the book would have more merit if such scenes were less

detailed, omitted, or handled more subtly? Explain.
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D. Does the book awaken within you a yearning for a different

kind of life or does it make you content with your present
way of life? Explain.

E. Does the book help you to understand aspects of life previously
confusing to you? Explain.

VI. Interracial understandings
A. What races are dealt with in this book?
B. What attitudes toward racial problems are represented?
C. Which characters make the conflict? In what incidents?

D. Who tells the story? What is the author's race? What is his

overall attitude regarding; the situation he writes about?
E. Which characters (if any) reflect a change in attitude by the

end of the book? How do their attitudes change?
F. What was your reaction to the situations presented?

VII. Historical and contemporary events
A. With what historical period does this book deal?
B. What historical or other real characters are presented? Give

brief descriptive comments on the main ones.
C. What political or governmental factors (if any) are involved

in the book?
D. What customs, superstitions, or beliefs are mentioned?
E. What did you learn of particular interest to you?

VIII. Marriage relations
A. In which characters does the marriage interest center?
B. Select one marriage which succeeds or fails. Trace as closely

as you can the steps which lead to the success or failure.

C. At exactly what point in the story do you find the first

definite decision or action which sets the pattern leading to the

outcome of the marriage?
D. What specific ideas on successful marriage occur to you as you

think about this book?
IX. The person who succeeds (fiction or biography)

A. Has the "successful" person achieved a more advantageous

position socially or financially? Explain.

B. Has he achieved greater personal satisfaction? What?

C. Has he achieved deeper understanding? Of what?

D. Has he achieved a stronger character? How?

E. List the steps by which he becomes successful.
F. How do you evaluate his kind of success?

X. The person who fails (fiction or biography)
A. What do you think are the causes for this person's failure?

B. Does the author make you feel it was within this person's

power to choose diffeently? Explain.

C. What in your opinion as the person's first mistake? Was the

mistake evident in aczion or in thought or emotion?
D. What effect does the failure have or will it have on others?

E. How could this person have succeeded?
XI. General biography

A. What is your feeling about this person now that you have "met"

hin? Explain.
B. What were some of the influences on the subject's life? (events

and persons)
C. What were the major events in the person's life?

D. Mention the main places the person lived along with the

approximate dates.
E. flow did this biography come to be written/ Did the writer

know the person?
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CLASSivIC.'1I0V 0F READING DIFFICULTIES

A. Faulty word idbialtificatirn and racornition
1) Failur= to associate meaning with printed syrbols
2) frilure tc, uss context and other leaning clues
3) Inettectiv:, visual analynis et T4ords
4) Limited knowledge of word Parts: visual, otructuralytnd phonetic

elements
5) Lack of abilit, to syntliesizt.: visual rynthasis and euditorY blendtp

6) DiffIcultiee onsoclated v!,th overanalnfris: the cveranelytica, reaeer
a) Analyzing known vet&
5) Breaking words into mcny parts
c) lettar-hy-letter or spelling attack

7) Innutticiant sisht vocabulary
8) Excessive.. Icon :ion .,rror4

a) Initial errors
Middle error'

c) Ending errors
B. Inappropriate directional habits

1) Orisntational confusions 'rtth words; inappropriate parception habits
2) Transnositions among qords; revsrsals
3) raulty sye movemenza

C. Poor or,1 reading
1) Inappropriste etre-Voice span
2) Lack ef phrasing ob.;_litv
3) Tnaftermsts rrts Pnd Outing
4) Fmotionrlly tense oral reader

D. it basic comprehension abilities
1) Limited meaning vocabulary
2) Inabiliti trread bY thowht unite
3) insutficiont nentence serss
4) Loa cf renc,e cf paragrppk otc!!anization
5) failurs to appreciate author's orgitnization

E, Daticienoies in basic study skills
1) Inr.bility to use aids in locating, vatzrial tc be rave
2) Lack of etticiencir In mine basic reference material
3) inadequacies in using loops, graphs, tables and other visual

materialr
4) Limitations in teen-dimes of organizinp materials read

F. Limdtation in special comprehension abilities
1) inability to isolate and retain factual information
2) Poor reading to organize
3) ineftective reading, tc evaluate
4) insutficient ability to interpret in reacKns
5) Limited proficiency in rending to appreciate
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G. Deticitclas in ahility to adapt tc needs cf centolt fields
1) Iorpnrcnriste nnLliortinu if comorellersion vhilities

Limfted knowledge of specialized vocaLulrry
3) Inmtuffloiett conceht development
4) reor hnowledge of cymhols nue ehbrzvintions
S) Inrutticient ability ;n the use of pictorial 3ne tnhular materials
C) littioulty with organizat'
7) I7,abilitv tc nejurlt rote suitable purpcseF: and moterinls

U. DaticieLoior ii. rote of ormnrehension
I) Inrbility to adjust rate

Tasufticiant vocabulurY knowledge ane corprehensicn
3) Ini.ftt:ctiveness in vord recognition

4) Being rn overanalvt::on3 reader
5) ILsufficient v' to ccntext clues
6) Llclz c f pbraring

7) U3i1;& crutons.s

Unnecesanry vocelizatim
IL9utticient sight wenbulary

10) Ittoppronriate uurposes
I. Mifcallaneous difficulties

1) 0,eif:rionn, aeditionv, substitutions and repetitionr
2) Ditticultieo. with ?on words
3) SlcuTneF.:s it vnre recygnit;xr.

4) r-or Cr inadeluate attention; anxiety distrrctions poor motivadm
5) The habit of incottrate rending
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GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
BASIC GRAM& COMPOaTIOii

This course ju cies:igned for those who lack basic skills essential

for academic coecess in the field of English. Because it is remedial,

class membershlp is limited to fifteen students.

I. ObSeetives
A. To teach students to recognize, use, and punctuate all the

elements of the sentence.
B. To teach them to use better vocabulary both in speaking and

writing.
C. To help them make a practical application of rules of grammar

and usage,
II. Nateria3s used:

a. Basic worktexts Lamm Book I and bola Emusition
(Warp Publishing Co )

B. Guide to Modern English texts
TErgrade levels are available for use.
There are parts of the Guide to Modern Eagalish texts which should

be stressed. (Grade level of tai is unimportant) The

units on usage, spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and

vocabu3ary should be stressed.
C. This °curse should be a practical course designed to teach

funciare,,ntals; use any materials which will help accomplish this goal.

III. Emphasis areas
A. Writing fundamentals

1. Writing, revising and rewriting should be encouraged

2. Compositions should be short and assignments should be specific

3. A. portion of EACH day's class time should be devoted to

some type of writingeven if only a few sentences.

B. Convention
1. Usage --.Use all units availabe from Guide to Modern English

2. PUnctustionthe worktexts, worksheets, and texts

3. SpellingIndividualized spelling lists should be used
(All wards misspelled on compositions or other
written work should be added to the lists. Teacher

should keep a copy of all lists fortosting purposes)

4- Proofreading- -short regular assignments should be given
regularly in this area.

C. Structurethis area should be included in the course but only

a emell part of class time should be spent on it.

1. Forms of English
a. Nouns
b. Verbs
c. Adjectives
d. Adverbs

2. Syntax of English
a. The sentence
b. Form and fuiection
c. Parallel structure
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GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
SPEECE I (Speech I is a pre-requisite for Speech II)

I. Objectives
A. Improve
S. Improve
C. Improve
D. Develop
E. Improve

II. Materials
A. Textbook - American Speech
B. Library books, magazines, newspapers,

.Ind conversation.
C. Experiences

III. Unit Outlines
A. Conversation
R. Telephoning

Student reports illustrate.
C. Group discussion

Student defines and leads.
D. Single leader discussion

Student participation and leadership.
E. Debate forum.

Outlining and experience.
P. Interviewing.

Skits on Do's and Don'ts.
G. Symposium
H. Talking with the body.

Lecture and student report.
I. Pantomime

Students do pantomimes alone and with a mate.
J. Demonstrations

Lecture and each student gives a demonstration.
Judge and criticise.

K. Voice and diction
L. Oral interpretation of literature

Sorting out appropriate literature, interpreting the meaning and
conveying; thought to the audience.

M. Story - telling
Selection, preparation and timing.

N. Choral Reading
Directinft, a choir of readers so that they might have a sense
of accomplishment. Select, direct, and emphasize.

O. Speeches to entertain (After Dinner Speeches)
Aids in constructing the speech. Tape each speech so students
can know their errors.

R. Speeches to inform.
Q. Speeches to stimulate.

R; Speeches to convince.
S. Speeches to latroduce.

skill in oral communications.
listening and thinking: ability.
aesthetic appreciation.
personality.
understanding of the social role of speech and dramatics.

radio, television, movies



GRADES 11-12 SEMESTER ELECTIVE
SPEECH II (Pre-requisite for Speech II is Speech I.)

I. Objectives
A. Develop ability to carry on a convincing argument with one or

more persona.
B. Develop ability to carry on an effective discussion - including

moderating one.
C. Develop ability to enact a part or interpret a selection plausibly.
D. Develop ability to draw comparisons both in content and delivery

between speeches given by representative speakers.
E. Develop ability to give either a pro or con persuasive speech.
F. Develop basic acting abilities.

II. Materials used
A. Textbook - American Speech has been thoroughly covered in Speech I

so no formal text is used for Speech II.
B. Library books, magazines, newspapers, radio, television, movies.

III. Emphasis areas:
A. Speeches

1. Organization
a. Various types - suited to purpose of speech.
b. Logical development.
c. Unusual, audience appealing organization.

2. Types of speeches
a. The lecture
b. The persuasive speech
c. The inspirational speech

3. Evaluations
a. Examination of representative speeches with emphasis on

organization, content, style, and so on.
1:14 Study of delivery of outstanding current speakers.

4. Delivery
a. Effective manuscript reading
b. Audience adaptation

B. Discussion
1. Kinds of groups and structure

a. Groups - type most effective in various situations
b. Group form most effective relating to a particular topic or

purpose
2. Study of existing groups

a. Structure
b. Actual discussion of contemporary issue

C. Drama
1. Fundamentals of acting
2. Study various plays from different ages - contrasting the form.
3. Short acting performances - scenes
4. Credit in extra- curricular speech work (i.e. one act plays,

class plays, play reading) could be given.
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O. Debate
1. Study the fundamentals of argument.
2. Understand the effectiveness and validity of evidence.
3. Emphasis on organization.
4. Library research technique.
5. Classroom debates - participate and evaluace.

E. Oral interpretation
1. Audience contact
2. Voice quality
3. Ability to interpret author intent.
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lIame

Speaker's Inventory

1. Did the speech show preparation? 1 2

Did it have a purpose?

2. Did the speaker establish a
friendly relationship with the
audience?

1 2

3. Did the speaker show poise and
confidence?

1 2

4. Die! the speaker rotate his
attention erivalky. and evenly?

1 2

5. 7as the speaker enthusiastic? 1 2

6. Did the speech accomplish its
purpose?

1 2

7. Did the speech hold your
attention?

1 2

S. Did the facial expression and
bodily action support the
spoken word?

1 2

9. Did the speaker use adecluate
voice?

1 2

1. Scale for evaluation:
1 - poor
2 - fair
3 - good
4 - excellent

2. Additional comments:

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4



INTERPRINISICO EVALUATION BLANK
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Literary Terms to be Taught

astract & concrete terms
Allegory
Alliteration
Allusion
AMbigui
Analogy
Anecdote

Antagonist
Anticlinax
AntithsLs
Aphorier
Argumentation
Atmosphere
Zallud
Eiatc ;erne
Character foil
Characterization
Cjiche
Climax
Colloquial speech
:";omparison & contrast
Corflict
Cc-anotation
Context
Denotation
Denovement
Description
Dialect
Dialogue
Diction
Dramatic poetry
Elev.
Empaity
Emphasis
Epic
Eplacie
Esser
Euphemism
Exposition
Fable
Fantasy
Figurative language
Flashback
Foot (in poetry)
Foreshadowing
rorm & content
Frame Story
Haiku
Itperbole

in Literature Classes
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Imagery
Immediacy
Irony
Jargon
Legend
Leal color

Malapropism
Melodrama
Memoir
Metaphor
Mater
Mood
Motivation
Myth
Narrative
Narrator
Onomatopoeia
Paraeox
Parallelism
Paraphrase
Pathos
Personification
Plot
Point of view
Protagonist
Realism
Rising action
Romanticism
Rhyne
Rhythm
Satire
Sestiment (. sentimentality

Setting
Simile
Soliloruy
Sonnet
Stanza
Stereotype

stock character)
Stream of consciousness

Style
Subjeotivity
Suspense
rmbol

Theme
Tone
Understatement
Unity
Vignette



CORRECTION SY1301.5 AND REVISION

ab Abbreviation. It is not proper to abbreviate, or else the form that

you used is wrong. Consult a dictionary.

jr Agru.ment. Either the verb and its subject do not agree, or a pronoun

and its antecedent.

pei. The sentence is awkward or clumsy. Rewrite it.

ca Capital letter.

of Comma fault. You have joined two sentences incorrectly with a comma.

Charge it.

atm Dan!rang verbal. ThP verbal phrase does net tie up to another word

in the sentence.

Elm Fragment cf a sentence. You have placed a period after a group of words

that do no make a sentence. Either add words or attach it to the next

sentence.

gran; Grammar. You have made an error in usage.

1. Lower case. Da not use a capital letter.

mm Misplaced modifier. Insert it as close as possible to the word it

modifies.

ate hanuscript form. You have nnt followed the required form. Check the

rules.

no Not clear (ambiguous). Your meaning is not clear. Rewrite the passage

to shy exactly what you mean.

ap, No pv.nctuation at tills spot.

no4irb paragraph. Join these sentences to the preceding paragraph.

r? Paragraph. Begin a new paragraph at this point.

cm Omission. You have left out words that are needed for clarity or

style. Often the word tat is needed to introduce a dependent clause.

Punctuation. Either you have made an error in the mark that you used,

or you need some mark at that paint.

ref Reference. The antecedent of the word is not clear, or there is no

antecedent to which it refers.
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rep Repetition. You have repeated a word too often, or yea have repeated

sotaething unnwessari4 that ye.1 had already sae.

po Run-on. You have included too much in your sentence and have not

:actuated it properly to include that many ideas.

dh Shift. You have shifted point of view, tense, person, mood, or number.

pa Spoiling, Nisspelled word. Consult a dictionary.

t Tense. You have used the wrong tense form.

wd Word. You have confused homonyms, or the word does not fit the

meaning, or it is inappropriate, or it is slang.

you Wrong person; use either first or third.



SUGGESTED PRECOLLEGE READING LIST

(National Council of Teachers of English)

Shakspeare-Plays

Julius Caesar

Hamlet

King Lear

Macbeth

&MO and Juliet

(Anthony and Cleopatra)

(The Comedy of Errors)

(Coriolanus)

(The Toning of the Shrew)

(Troilus and Cressida)

British Poets

11. H. Auden

William Blake

Robert Browning

Robert Burns

Lord Byron

Geoffery Chaucer

Samuel T. Coleridge

Thomas Hardy

Robert. Herrick
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GLrard M. Hopkins

A. E. Housman

John Keats

John Milton

William Shakespeare-Sonnets

Percy B. Shelley

Alfred Lord Tennyson

Dylan Thomas

William Word orth

William tiutler feats

Amrican Poets

E. E. Cummings

James Lickey

Lmily Dickinson

T. S. k1liot

Robert Frost

Allyn Ginsberg

Langston Hughes

Robert Lowell

Marianne Moore

Ldgar Allan Poe

Ezz.r Pound

Edwin Arlington hobinson

Theodore Roethke
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Carl Sandburg

tvalt Whitman

Rich.Ard Wilbur

william Carlos Williams

Prose, NonShakespearean Drama, Etc.

Suggested, above all others in this section, The Bible-at

least a substantial portion of it-and Homer's Odyssey.

Jane Austen, Emma; Pride and Prejudice

James daldwin, Go Tell It On The Mountain; (Essays; The Fire
Next Time)

Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Gobot

Rlaph Bellamy, Looking Bhckward

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre

Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights

Albert Clmus, The Stranger

Lewis Carroll, Alice In Wonderland

Rachel Carson, The Sea Around Us; (Silent Spring)

Cather My Antonia

Cervantes, Don Quixote

Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on Ice

Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness; Lord Jim

James Fenimore Cooper, The Pathfinder

Stephen Crane, The Red Badge of Courage

Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

Charles Dickens, David Copperfield; Great Expectations; Oliver
Twist; (Bleak House)
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Fyodor Dostoevski, The Brothers Karamazov

George Eliot, Silas Marner; Adam Bede

Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man

Ralph Waldo Emerson, essays

Euripides, Medea

William Faulkner, The Bear (As I Lay Dying; Light in August;
The Sound and the Fury

Hoary Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby

Benjamin Franklin, Autobiography

William Golding, Lord of the Flies

Graham Greene, The Power and the Glory

Thomas Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbridge; The Return of the Native;
Tess of the D'Urbervilles

Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter

Joseph Heller, Catch-22

Ernest Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms; Short Stories; The Sun Also Rises

Hermann Hesse, Siddhartha

Hemer, Iliad

Victor Hugo, Les Miserables

Aldous Huxley, The Brave New World

Henry James, The Turn of the Screw (Daisy Miller; Portrait of a Lady)

James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man

John Knowles, A Separate Peace

Norman Mailer, The Naked and the Dead

Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm I

Herman Melville, Billy Budd; (Typee; Moby Dick)

Arthur Miller, Death of a Salesman; (Crucible)

Mythology--Bulfinch's or Hamilton's collection



Eugene O'Neill, Long Day's Journey into Night; (The Halry Ape)

G.orge Orwell, Animal Farm; Nineteen Eighty-four

Francis Parkman, The Oregon Trail

*_7.f.j1 Pat gin, Cry, the Beloved Country

Plutarch, Lives (selections)

Edgar i.flan Poe, Tales

Ole Edvart Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth

Edmond Rostand Cyrano de Bergerac

Jerome D. Salinger$ Catcher in the Rye

Sir Walter Scott, The Heart of Midlothian

Bernard Shaw, Androclos mid the Lion; Pygmalion; Saint Joan

Richard Brinaley Aberidnn, Tho School for Scandal

Upton Sinclair, The Jungle

Sephocles, Antigone; Oedipus Rex

John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath; (Of Mice and Men;

The Pearl; The Red Pony)

Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels

Henry David Thoreau, Walden

John Tolkient The Lord of the Rings

Leo Tolstoy, Resurrection

Mark Twain, Huckleberry Finn; Life on the Mississippi

John Updike, Rabbit, Run

Virgil, Aeneid (especially books 2, 4, 6)

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Cat's Cradle; Slaughterhouse-Five

Thornton Wilder, Our Town (The Skin of our Teeth; The Bridge
of San Luis Rey)

Tennessee Williams, The Glass Menagerie

Richard Wright, Black Boy; (Native Son)
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101 BOOKS
TO READ BEFORE COLLEGE

TtLe liBt i5 recalt a suxvey toxicen among a croos seotiun

of the state of Ohio's educators on the high school and university level to
determine what they considered a representative list of highly recommended
books for 1144 semi students intending to ge to colle7o. Five hundred
and ten lists '.ere sent out; there were one humfred and twcnty-six replies.
The method used in formulating the final list was designed to give the
teachers as much freedom as possible. They were given a tentative list of

one hundred ar.ci firtv books, to which they could add or subtract trying to

come as closely as possible to one hundred books. The final list is in
alphabetical order by title. The number in parentheses is the number of

times (o.t of 126) the book vas recommended.

ADVENTURES OF aHERLOCK HOLMES (94)
by A, Conan Doyle, $3.50

ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYL1 1.97)
by Mark Twain, $3.75

AENEID (105)

by Vergil, $3.50
ALICE RS WONDERLAND (103)
by Lewis Carroll, $1.95

ALL QUIET ON TNEWESTERP FRONT (97)
by Erich Marie Remarque, $4.50

THE AISAJSADYRS (80
by Henry James, $4.50

ANDROCLES AND THE LION (91)
by George Bernard Sher, $4.00

ANIMAL FARM (104)
bys George Orwell, $2.95

ANTIGONE (101)
by Sophocles $1.75

AROM THE, WCRLD IN EIGHTY DES (89)
by Jules Verne, $3.75

ANTCBIOGEAPHY (105)
bir Ben.lmin Franklin $1.95

BABBITT (99)
by Sinclair Lewis, $2.50

BRAVE NEW WORLD (93)
by Aldous Huxley, '0.50

THE BRIDGE OF Sid arx (102)
by Thornton Wilder, $1.50

THE CALL or THE WILD (96)
by Jack London $3.50

CANTIP.BITZ TALES' (106)
by Chaucer, $3.95

COITES3IONS (94)
by Saint Augustine, $3.50

CONWEST OF SPACE (90)
by William Ley, $5.75

CR1NE AND FUNISRMENT (103)=
by Fyodor Dostoevsky, $3.75

CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY (101)
by Alan Paton, $3.95
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C111.110 DE BERGERAC (109)
by Edmond Rostand, $3.95

COPPERFIELD (106)
by Charles Dickons $3.75

DEATH COMM ?Oa TrE ARCFBISHOP (101)
by Willa Cather, $3.95

DEATH OF A SALES= (98)
Tay Arthur $3.00

DIALOGUES (90)
by Plato, $3. 5

DIARY OF A YOU*GIRL (102)
by Anne Fran, $1.95

THE rum CO$E& (92)

by Dante, Ipoo
DocTon ZHIV00(90)

by Boris Bisternak, $5.00

DON QUIXOTE .109)

by Niguade Cervantes, $4.50
THE BDUCAUON OF HENRY ADAMS (87)

by Henry Adams, $2.45
EITEPla 311ES (102)

by Eugves O'Neill, $2.45

W:415 (317)
by RalpilUaldo Emerson, 0.00

MOOS AWNS (90)

IvanZurgenev, $1.95
FIVORALISTFAFERS (88) $1.95

by Alexader Hamilton and others

GREAT EXPBEATIONS (102)

by Chaska Dickens $3.75

THE GREATGATSBY (98)
by F. *tit Fitzgerald, $3.50

GP= KAMM (90)
by We %Hudson, $3.75

GREEN PASIRES (93)
by Mark0onne13,7, 0340

GuLLIcawm (110)

by Jondian swift, $3.75
Him= (3.0)

by Wiliam Shakespeare, #4.50



HinSiiiith(%)
by .7ohn Hersey, $300

TflE ITOT'SE am/ cABLFS (c5)
oy Nthanlei Hawth.arne, $3.75

nuevammuty FINN (110)
by Mark Twin, )2.75

'ME ILIAD (I'S)
by Homer, $3.15

IIITRUDErt TO THE DUST (2)
by William Fau3kner, p3.95

IVA1IIIOE (10s)
WaLter Scott, $3.75

JANE Enix (10;`)
by Charlotto Bronte, $3.75

JUNGLE mom (g9)
by Rud7erd Kipling, $5.95

KII'!G ARDIUR AND HIS 1IOBLE ?;NIGHTS (93)
by Thomas Mabry, $3.75

KON-Tra (90)
by Thor Heyerdahl, $54.95

LIMAN3DATTER (89)
by !avid Undset, $6.50

THE LAZI OF THE MOHICANS (96)
by Amen Fenimore Cooper, $3.75

THE LATE UMW.: AIL= (92)
John Marcturtd, 15.00

THE LIFE OF SAUL .17.N50t; (97)
by Josaas 52.95

Lin Oa THE MISSISSIPPI (96)
by Mark Twain, $4.50

LINCOLN: MR prairie years & War years
(101) by Carl Sandburg, $7.50

LIVE3 (97)
by P) march $2.95

Lan JIM :107)
by joserh. Conrad, $3.75

MAIN :3TREbT ;104)0
by Si eclair Levis, $2 .50

THE ?Unit OF CAsTrantirar (90)
by Moms Hardy. $1.95

MOBY DICK (ne
ty Herman Melvi:'le, $4.50

lalTnir Oil THE BOUNTY (99)
by Charles Vordhoff and James Yorman
Hall, $4.95

NY ANTONIA (96)
by Willa Gather, $5.00

IITTROLCU (97)
by Thomas Bullfinch, $2.95

YAFOLEOP (88)
by Ludigiro, $4.50

NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR (95)
by George Orwell, 14.75

(90)

ORIGON TRAIL (97)
by Francis Perlman, $2.95

OUR TOWN (10?)
by Thornton on WI Uttar t4.95

A PA.S3ACE 10 INDIA gl)
by E. 14. Forster,

PILGRIM'S r1tcorms5 (101)
by John Thwran, $2.95 (G9)

PORTRAIT OF THE Ar3TIST AS A YOUNG MA1T

by Ames Joyce, $3.50
THE PCWFZ 111TI THE GLORY (97)

by Graham Greene, $3.75
PRIDE LIM PREIUDICE (108)

by Jane Austen, $3.75
PYGMALION (112)

by Gecrge Bernard Shaw, $4.00
QUO vat's (09)

by Benryk Sienkiewicz, $3.75
THE RD BADGE OF COURAGE (108)

by Stephen Crane, e3.75
THE REPUBLIC (95)

by Plato, $1.95
THE =AN OF THE ?tants (%)

ter Thomas &tray, $3.75
THE rams ;101

by Richard Brinsley Sheridan, $2.00
ROBINSON MODE (110)

by Daniel efoc, $3.75
THE SCARLETLET.TEL (no)

by Nathanbl Hawthorne, 13.75
SPIENTAPE LlmiCH3 (95)

by C. 3. 4rris, $3.50
STOOPS TO CONQUER S107)

by Oliver Goidsmith Vp1.15
HAAS MAtallt (100)

by Georpaliot, $3.75
THE JILEITUULD (90)

by .7acques Cousteau, $5.50
wnIGT: Man of Science in the

Renaisranee Georp Garton $6.75
TALE OFtWO CITIES (106)

bg Chrlas Dickens, $3.75
TALES (100

by Star Allen Poe, $3.75
MORE- !SAND (101)

by bert Louis Stevenson, $3.75
THE TURN OF THE SCREW (95)

Iv Homy James, 11.95
TWO TEARS SWORE THE mar (99)

by Richard Henry Donna, $3.75
THE DITIVIRSC AND PROCTOR EINCEIN (90)

W Lincoln Barrett, 0.50
IITY FAIR (106)

by IlilliaMThackeren 03.75
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VORTHWEST PA.5sila (92)
by Kenneth Roberts, Q4.95

THE ODYSSEY (110)
by limier. $3.75

THE OLD kihIT AID T:IE SBA (10S)
by rrnest Hemingtmr, $3.50

OLIVE TlfraT (90)
by Cilarles Dir.kene, $3.75

VIALDE.1) (107)
by Henry David. Thoreau, $3.75

WAR AITD PEACE (106)
by Leo Tolatoy, $3.50

THE WAY OF al 1 LEM (92)
by Samuel Butler, 43.75

WUTHFI DSO HEIGHTS (3,33.)
by bui3y Bronte, $3.75


